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Abstract: Computational haptics is the art and science of creating systems that interact with the
sense of touch. To simulate surface textures we constructed a haptic interaction system called
Sandpaper, which uses a force-feedback joystick and a novel lateral-force gradient algorithm.
Using this system, we created haptic simulations of mechanical systems, solid materials, real-
world surface textures, non-physical materials, and some haptic representations of medical imag-
ery, and a user interface prototype.
We conducted a program of exploratory research on haptic perception of simulated textures. The
first experiment studied whether subjects were convinced that the lateral-force gradient simula-
tions felt like textured surfaces. Confidence was high for certain kinds of simulations of texture
and surface features, but low for simulations of other kinds of smooth, jittery, and other non-tex-
tural materials. The subjects' descriptions provided rich information about the role of force magni-
tudes, feature sizes, and several other aspects of the simulations. Two more experiments were
aimed at understanding the perceptual aspect of texture called roughness. We concluded that in the
case of grating textures - that is, small, periodic ridges - the roughness percept can be almost
entirely predicted by the maximum lateral force encountered when feeling the simulation. This
could provide controlled roughness feelings in haptic simulation environments.
We propose a framework for haptic models based on using both physically-based and perceptu-
ally-based representations of the haptic properties of objects and situations. We also consider rep-
resentative-based descriptions that refer to familiar types of objects. Perceptually-based
representations may be especially useful for interaction technologies, and describing perceptual
phenomena in terms of physically-based models should lead to effective and efficient ways to
implement haptic simulations. The qualitative results of these studies underscore the multidimen-
sional nature of haptic texture and materials perception.
Improvements and extensions to the present work are discussed as well as a program of research in
haptic interaction. An extensive bibliography in haptics and related fields is included.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction
In our interactions with the world we use our sense of touch all the time.We sense and manipulate
objects, touch each other, detect where we are and where our bodies are moving. In contrast, com-
puter environments are impoverished when it comes to providing haptic feedback. Recent
progress in interfaces that create sound and imagery only highlights this deficiency.
Many areas of research are necessary to create convincing haptic interaction systems that make the
best use of the abilities of the human haptic system to feel, to do work, and to aid in communica-
tion.1
One area in which haptic interaction systems have been weak is the simulation of essential quali-
ties of materials, such as fabrics, wood, metal, fur, and skin. Yet there is evidence that these are the
most salient haptic characteristics of objects, and would complement visual display of other
attributes, such as shape and size.
It has been said of computer graphics in its early years that all objects had "that computer graphics
look": that is, they were made of shiny plastic in a wide variety of shapes and colors. While this is
clearly an exaggeration, there is an element of truth. Only as lighting models, physical models, and
now perceptual and artistic models have become more sophisticated is there now a truly diverse
repertoire of substances that can be rendered.
1. An early version of my thinking about the challenges of building haptic interface devices is in my doctoral qualifier
paper (1989), in Appendix C.
Haptic interaction systems have focussed on creating surfaces of rigid objects with particular
emphasis on hard walls (without necessarily trying to perceptually match steel, glass, or wood),
and compliant, elastic objects. They have also used force fields and variable compliance to com-
municate information, such as bond strength in molecular simulations.
In order to create flexible simulations capable of suggesting soft silk velvet, rough cotton denim,
or sleek silk satin, we need to work on subtler aspects of haptic display, i.e. surface texture and
material properties.
In this thesis, I consider one step toward simulating these complex textured materials. I create a
model capable of haptically displaying small surface features (irregular or regular bumps of
almost any shape) and some kinds of texture.
1.2 Perceptual-Material Approach to Haptic Interaction
I develop a framework for haptic information which might be used to develop a representation lan-
guage. This framework has three parts: physically-based, perceptually-based, and representative-
based descriptions of haptic properties. For example, a physically-based description of an emery
paper is a formal model of the geometry and physics of the grit and paper base. A perceptually-
based description would be based on relevant percepts such as roughness, density, or sharpness.
Finally, a representative-based description would explicitly notate that we are dealing with sand-
paper, specifically emery. In this thesis, we are concerned with developing a perceptually-based
description of textured surfaces and small surface features.
Most current approaches use physically-based descriptions and models. Representative-based
models are seen as a "last resort." Perceptual descriptions, that is, descriptions of the haptics of
objects as points in haptic perceptual spaces, are not well developed. Yet there is evidence that
there are dimensionalized ways of describing the haptic properties of at least some classes of
things, for example, textures. Thus, I set out to characterize the haptic perceptual space of a class
of simulated textures.
In this thesis I describe a technique for creating a class of textures and small features on surfaces
based on their geometry. This allows an automatic pipeline from a height map of small surface fea-
tures to a haptic display of the surface. Since forces are required only on the hand in a plane, one
can create many textures and surfaces with a two degree-of-freedom force-feedback joystick.
The technique creates convincing simulations of some aspects of texture. I have also made explor-
atory studies of the roughness percept and found that by controlling force amplitude used to simu-
late a surface with small wavy features (a grating), it is possible to create a controlled level of
roughness. However, differences between this simulation of roughness and the perceived rough-
ness of real-world textures point to the need to explore the multidimensional nature of texture sim-
ulations. Further, texture is merely one aspect of the material properties we wish to simulate in
order to model a wide variety of real-world materials and perhaps even to extend haptic simulation
to create materials no one has ever felt before.
1.3 Summary of contributions
-1 created an artifact: I created a testbed for texture research by combining existing force-feed-
back joystick technology with Sandpaper (a software system) and specific simulated textures. I
designed and directed the implementation of the software system and computed some of the
textures. I also designed and built an enclosure for the joystick which made it appear as a flat
workspace.
-1 performed a series of psychophysical experiments in this testbed. I analyzed the results of
those experiments to 1) verify that I had created a believable simulation of texture, 2) to charac-
terize perception of roughness of simulated textures, and 3) to propose further experiments to
create and understand a comprehensive space of simulated textures and materials. I have com-
mented on the differences between perception of simulated textures and perception of tactile
roughness of real materials.
-I performed certain engineering analyses. In particular, I analyzed certain algorithms that
allow the joystick system to simulate texture and suggest improvements.
1.4 Organization of thesis
Chapter 1 presents a brief introduction to haptics, a discussion of the limitations of current
approaches to haptic interaction with computer environments, and a statement of my approach
(Material/Perceptual) to creating simulated haptic materials with perceptually salient features.
This approach suggests that we need a framework of description for haptic models.
Chapter 2 reviews the background research that influenced my thesis work , and contains a brief
review of the literature and practice in related fields.
Chapter 3 discusses the Sandpaper system, a software environment I designed to experiment with
force-feedback haptic interfaces, in particular, textured surfaces. The lateral-force gradient algo-
rithm for texture simulation is described; it is the algorithm used to create textures for the experi-
mental work in the rest of the thesis. Other haptic simulations created with the Sandpaper system
are also described.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 describe a program of exploratory research on haptic perception of simulated
textures using a psychophysical methodology.
Chapter 4 describes an experiment in which subjects rated their confidence that simulations cre-
ated with the lateral-force gradient algorithm were textured surfaces. Confidence was uniformly
high for a variety of simulations of texture and surface features; confidence was low for haptic
simulations of smooth, jittery, and other non-textural simulations. Subjects' descriptions of the
simulated materials provided rich information about the role of force and feature size as well as
other aspects of the simulations.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 describe experiments aimed at understanding the perceptual aspect of
texture called roughness. I used haptic simulations of gratings with feature size ranging from 0.7
mm to 10.0 mm. I found that a roughness percept can be scaled by subjects over this entire range,
and that this roughness percept is almost entirely predicted by the maximum lateral force encoun-
tered when feeling the simulation. This provides a potentially useful way of creating controlled
roughness within haptic simulation environments, and is encouraging for the development of per-
ceptually-based models of objects. The qualitative and descriptive results of these studies, how-
ever, underscore the notion that roughness is only one of several aspects of texture (and materials
perception) that must be unpacked in order to resynthesize a wide variety of materials in haptic
simulations.
In Chapter 7, section 7.1 summarizes my conclusions from creating and exploring the haptic dis-
play of surface texture and small surface features. The rest of Chapter 7 describes improvements
and extensions to the present work as well as several more speculative areas of future work on
haptic interaction.
The Bibliography contains an extensive set of references in haptics and related fields.
1.5 Multi-Level Language for Description of Haptics Materials
This section presents the Material-Perceptual conceptual framework I have developed
for describing haptic materials.
1.5.1 Haptic Description Practice
In most of the experimental work in this dissertation, I explored formally a narrow subset of peo-
ple's descriptive language about texture, concentrating on roughness. A limited class of textured
surfaces was synthesized successfully. Certain physical parameters (particularly force magnitude)
were used to alter perception of roughness of grating surfaces. The experimental format itself pro-
vided a narrow context for the subjects' experience and descriptions of these surfaces.
The world of haptic sensation evoked by the simulated textured surfaces in this dissertation is rich
and stands in contrast to any stark summary of the quantitative results. People encountering the
simulations have a wide-ranging language of description and metaphor about the composition and
nature of these surfaces. They qualitatively catalog the types of surfaces according to perceived
surface features or textures. In their descriptive strategies three styles emerge, shown in Figure 1:
FIGURE 1. Three styles in people's descriptions of how things feel
-Physical/Metric descriptions, e.g.,"1/4 inch high bump", "grooves 1/2 inch apart"
-Percept descriptions, e.g.,"rough", "bumpy", "slippery", "sharp"
-Cognitive descriptions
semantic, e.g., "pebbles", "ball bearings"
metaphorical, e.g., "like corduroy"
functional, e.g., "like driving on a road"
affective, e.g., "pleasant"
Subjects' descriptions are all perceptually mediated; subjects do not have direct knowledge of the
physical parameters used to generate simulated textures,. Thus Physical IMetric and Perceptual
descriptions are difficult to distinguish from one another. Subjects do not use physical measuring
tools; we (and they) cannot tell which of their perceptual systems lead to physical/metric descrip-
tions that they give. A description of "bumps 1/2 inch apart" may point to an interesting perceptual
phenomenon if the simulation's true spatial feature size is much smaller or larger. However, from
the subject's point of view, Physical/Metric and Perceptual are different styles of description. The
Physical/Metric descriptions are attempts by subjects to access underlying physical or geometic
standards. The Perceptual descriptions informally reveal potentially useful perceptual description
primitives.
Cognitive descriptions are those which invoke particular objects or situations. They can also be
analyzed for useful high-level perceptual primitives.
1.5.2 Material-Perceptual Description Framework
Observations alluded to in the preceding section suggest a descriptive language for haptic materi-
als and textures that has three layers:
-Physically-based
-Perceptually-based
-Representative-based
FIGURE 2. Three layers of description of haptic materials
Physically-based
pebble mousepad
tree bark
coke canke sandpaper
sticky s sharp
smooth rough
smooth crushable slippery
F=bv geometry
force profiles
Physically-based descriptions or models are specified using physical properties of the material,
surface, or object that we wish to simulate. For example, the exact surface geometry of a textured
surface is a physically-based description. When specifying varying amounts of friction, a model
that uses geometric descriptions of the microscopic properties of a surface would be a physically-
based description. A third example would be a description that uses a parametric friction model
from physics theory [Salisbury94].
Perceptually-based descriptions or models are specified using parameters of perceptual primitives.
For example, one might specify a degree of roughness (as explored in this thesis), stickiness, or
softness. An important long-term goal of this research is to find a set (or sets) of these perceptual
primitives. For example, when specifying varying amounts of friction, the use of a term like per-
ceived stickiness rather than physically-based friction parameters would be a perceptually-based
description.
A perceptually-based model might be implemented in terms of its known relationship to parame-
ters of an underlying physically-based model. For example, controlled roughness could be imple-
mented by varying the force-amplitude of the lateral-force-gradient technique described in this
dissertation, applied to a single surface geometry. Another type of implementation of a perceptu-
ally-based model might depend on a replay of previous empirical measurements of force (or other
haptic display parameters) as a function of the percept being modeled, as in [Gillespie94].
Representative-based descriptions use direct description of particular objects or materials to spec-
ify a simulation object. In order to make use of representative-based descriptions, there must be a
way of translating them into perceptually-based or physically-based descriptions. Some of that
reduction is intuitive (for example, a coke can is thin metal; it is hard, yet crushable).
An important reason for preserving the representative-based level of a description as part of a lan-
guage is to carry along the intent of a simulation in compact form as part of its full description.
Also, representative haptic objects may actually provide a more useful specification language for a
variety of materials than perceptual primitives. If the representative objects are regarded as "clus-
ter centers," then a haptic textile simulation to get an interpolated imaginary cloth might be speci-
fied by turning dials with labels such as "cotton fleece," "silk charmeuse," and "wool gabardine."
These dials would implicitly take care of specifying perceptual parameters such as slipperiness,
roughness, softness, nap, coolness, or of physical parameters such as thickness, surface rib width,
compliance, friction, and thermal conductivity.
For human-computer interaction purposes, we would like to move from the current state of the art,
which centers around physical models of objects and materials, to perceptual and representative-
based models.
In order to specify materials in perceptual terms, a set of perceptual description primitives1 must
be determined. In this dissertation, I investigated the notion of roughness as one of the primitive
perceptual descriptors in the case of surface textures.
Gillespie and Rosenberg [Gillespie94] have created an interesting and successful model (which
they call a perceptual model) in their paper on haptic simulation of the medical procedure, epidu-
ral anesthesia. In their model, they combine features of Perceptually-based and Representative-
based descriptions. Gillespie and Rosenberg show that theirs is a more successful model for use in
haptic simulation than a model based on de novo physical models of interaction of medical instru-
ments with human tissues.
1.6 Call for a World Haptics Library
During the course of my thesis research I touched many materials with a heightened introspective
stance. When I found the limitations of simulation confounding, I went to my own fabric closet to
feel cloth, to my garage to feel sandpaper, outdoors to feel stones and shells. I was creating and
returning to my own library of materials for inspiration, to re-familiarize myself with the wide
range of sensation and the evocative associations available from simple classes of materials.
1. I use the word primitive here to denote a useful set of perceptual "axes" or "regimes" that can act as generators for a
wide variety of materials. The best set of perceptual primitives for computational haptics descriptions may not be the min-
imal set, and they may not correspond exactly to sensory primitives of the haptic perceptual systems in the human body,
although we do hope to understand at some point the basis of the haptics percepts we observe in the human body sensory
systems.
I would have found it useful and inspiring to have such a library always "at hand"; and to have a
shared set of materials available when talking to others about haptic perception. Thus I call for a
"haptics library" standard that could be replicated among the community of haptic researchers.
Since such a library is intended as a permanent collection of samples of materials and textures, it
will have a restricted set of materials. For example, each page's material must be available in a
reasonably flat sheet, not require refrigeration or humidity control, not fall apart when touched,
and not rub off on the user. Even with these requirements, there are many more surfaces and mate-
rials with distinct and interesting haptic properties than could be included. The computational hap-
tics program discussed in this thesis sets as its goals understanding and synthesizing as many of
these materials and surfaces as possible. Having a wide variety of real materials available is the
best way to be reminded of the range of materials we can sense by touch, and to encourage others
to join in building as comprehensive a set of these materials as possible.
Along with this real library of materials, a library of synthetic surfaces and materials needs to be
created that can be used in haptic displays. Hopefully, such a library of haptically modeled objects
can be even more useful than libraries of object models for visual display have been in computer
graphics. The graphics libraries are already highly successful and useful to practitioners in that
field, and as yet they are almost exclusively physically-based models. Enhanced usefulness could
result from the multi-level material/perceptual representation of haptic models.
An implied challenge is to specify the haptics library in the Material/Perceptual descriptive lan-
guage: physically-based, perceptually-based, and representative-based. One of the major functions
of a library of materials is to assure that the description language does in fact encompass many of
the materials available in the library. (What about synthetic haptic materials that do not exist in the
real world? One example from this dissertation work is the "negative viscous" material; which is
called slick in Chapter 4. It is a patch in which the material you feel is generated by the physical
model F = -bv, where v is velocity and b is a (negative) damping constant. Your hand is pushed
harder in proportion to the speed it moves. As a physical phenomenon, this is unlike any known
material. An interesting question is whether it is also unusual or unidentifiable in perceptual space.
Many people react to it by considering it slippery, like ice. Further research is needed to find out
whether human perception distinguishes this unusual material from a situation closer to reality, for
example a frictionless or low-friction surface.)
2 Related Work
Since 1985 the number of research projects on haptics has increased dramatically throughout the
world .
Section 2.7 briefly describes the history of projects in the same "evolutionary tree" as the approach
adopted in this dissertation. The projects I describe are those that preceded and directly influenced
my work. In all of these projects, force-feedback haptic interfaces to computing environments
were built and explored. These were also projects with which I was familiar; I could therefore
draw information and expertise from the researchers involved.
Section 2.8 describes work on understanding haptic material properties and human haptic percep-
tion which influenced my thinking about the issues facing haptic simulation; and also directly
affected my decision to examine texture and roughness.
Section 2.9 briefly discusses studies that attempt to characterize the perceptual space of haptic
phenomena. One study deals with simulations of hard walls; another focuses on real textured sur-
faces. I also mention some studies that attempt to characterize a perceptual space across a wide
range of visual textures. Each of these studies provides insight and models (of varying quality) for
the enterprise of perceptually-based description of haptic texture and materials.
Section 2.10 briefly surveys other projects that have related goals but were not direct predecessors
of this work. There are also several scientific and engineering fields that are important to haptics
research historically, scientifically, methodologically, or technologically. I mention highlights
from them to provide the reader with a useful starting point in locating reading materials and the
names of key researchers.
Finally, Section 2.11 is a comprehensive table of haptic interaction devices and projects since
1965, with information on each project about its haptic interaction technology, and about the kinds
of objects, sensations, and materials simulated.
2.7 History of Directly Related Haptic Interaction Projects
Since 1992 haptics has attracted a great deal of attention from researchers in several disciplines. At
the start of my present work (1988) there were few other haptics projects worldwide. Haptics
research is in a boom, and researchers in allied areas, such as robotics, are making explicit contri-
butions to haptics.
Credit for first thinking about simulated haptic interaction goes to computer scientist Ivan Suther-
land, who in his 1965 article "The Ultimate Display," envisioned feeling forces at the surfaces of
graphically displayed objects and beyond, using mechanical force-feedback devices. At the close
of his article, he states "The ultimate display would, of course, be a room within which the com-
puter can control the existence of matter. A chair displayed in such a room would be good enough
to sit in." [Sutherland65].
2.7.1 Atari Labs
My work evolved most closely from a chain of explorations of haptic interaction that started in
1983 at the Atari Cambridge Research Lab (ACRL).
At the ACRL, Max Behensky and Doug Milliken built a force-feedback joystick. Not only was it
easy to design a simple direct-drive, force-feedback device in the form of a joystick, but we
already had an interest in interactions with video games, which at that time were almost all joy-
stick-operated. Behensky, Peter Cann, and others wrote software simulations of ideal springs,
dampers and masses; maze walls; and a fishing game.
ACRL met an untimely end when Atari went bankrupt in 1984. Its haptics technology transferred
in two directions: Atari Games and the Apple/MIT Media Lab Vivarium project
A proprietary version of a one-degree-of-freedom display (in the form of a steering wheel) was
developed by Behensky and Milliken for Atari Games. This force-feedback steering wheel was
used in a highly successful arcade game, Hard Drivin', and its successor Race Drivin'. Hard
Drivin' became the #1 grossing arcade driving game in the United States and Japan. The game
pioneered the use of force-feedback haptics, which may have contributed to its success. Three
other factors that also made the game good and should be kept in mind for all multi-modal systems
are: 1) good-looking, fast 3D graphics, 2) digital sound with ambient and meaningful sounds at all
times, and 3) an ambient open-ended environment consisting of a realistic track, a wild track, and
a 3D landscape that could be explored in contrast with the more traditional driving game's restric-
tion that one drive on the road.
2.7.2 Vivarium
Research on haptics continued at Vivarium, which started as a joint project between the neonate
MIT Media Lab and Apple Computer. Behensky and Milliken created a second-generation joy-
stick for the project in 1987; I used the same joystick for pilot work on texture at the University of
North Carolina-Chapel Hill in 1989 [Minsky90]. Vivarium staff and students (including myself,
Megan Smith, and Paul Dworkin) created demonstrations similar to those at Atari. Dworkin exper-
imented with waves that move past the hand. Smith continued work on force-feedback by building
an experimental one-degree-of-freedom motor-brake joystick [Smith88] [Russo88] and designing
a three degree-of-freedom joystick. The three-axis joystick, which was re-designed, built, and
characterized by Massimo Russo [Russo90a], was used in the experiments for this thesis (one of
the three axes, an experimental cable-driven z-axis, was not used.)
The Vivarium project also funded two special-purpose force-feedback devices, which were built
by Alec Brooks (of AeroVironment) and were intended to give the user direct experience with
pterodactyl flight. The first device was a simple one-degree-of-freedom motor driving a lever on
the shaft; the user pretended the lever was the head of the pterodactyl, steered it, and felt a simula-
tion of the wind forces on the head. The second device was a motor-driven arm rig for the shoul-
der, elbow, and wrist for amplifying forces due to the user "flapping" her "wing". The one-degree-
of-freedom device was used in an exhibit at the Smithsonian Air and Space Museum.
2.7.3 UNC-Chapel Hill
Several projects at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill's Department of Computer Sci-
ence, under the leadership of F. P. Brooks, have been dedicated to understanding and harnessing
haptics. One of Brooks' key insights has been to structure the research around what he calls "driv-
ing problems", usually in science, so that interaction research is always done in the context of an
important problem faced by working scientists. He also ensures that scientists are users of the pro-
totype systems.
Early work at UNC involved force-field simulation for teaching physics [Batter71] and early
experiments with 3-degree-of-freedom haptic display of object surfaces [Kilpatrick76]. A very
successful 6-degree-of-freedom haptic interface has been created in collaboration with a set of sci-
entific designers. They are molecular biologists who design and analyze large molecules (mainly
drugs and human protein enzymes). As all aspects of rational drug design have flourished, this
arena has proven itself to be of great intellectual and practical interest [Brooks77,88,90] [Ouh-
young90]. Recently, a haptic interface has been developed to aid in interaction with objects that
are even smaller in scale. The forces from scanning tunneling microscopes are scaled to be directly
perceived by a user [Taylor93].
2.7.4 Less Formal Early Influences on this Work
- I was drawn toward the enterprise of creating haptic displays for a rich set of materials, in part, through
frustration with areas missing at the time from Logo: microworlds with connections to the external social
and literary forms of our culture and microworlds beyond the turtle incorporating the sensuality of the
body touching physical things. The Logo project has made great forays of its own recently into these
areas; I found myself drawn into this world of enabling haptic technologies.
- The Media Lab, and its predecessor, the Architecture Machine Group have produced a body of work
developing multimodal interfaces, using all the senses and potentially using whole body gestures, and
physicalizing information spaces. Early examples are the Spatial Data Management System and Multi-
sensory Interface [Bolt82).
- Bill Buxton constantly stresses perception-based approaches to using the body in computer interaction,
supporting simple ideas such as using two hands rather than one [Buxton86].
- During the early part of this work I was encouraged by the inventiveness and can-do spirit at two haptics
labs. They shared lots of useful information and demonstrations with me: C. Cadoz' s lab at Grenoble
[Cadoz90, Cadoz&Luciani93] and H. Iwata's lab at Tsukuba [Iwata9O,91,92a,b,93].
2.8 Haptic Perception
The line of research that I found most useful in understanding the rich phenomenology of haptics
is the work of Lederman and Klatzky, which has led to the development of a theory of manual
object exploration. Methodologically, this scientific approach rests on systematic observation of
hand motion during object exploration, as well as a number of other experimental paradigms.
They have observed that people execute a set of highly stereotypical manual exploration patterns
which they call "Exploratory Procedures (EP's)" associated with the recovery of haptic properties
of objects. Their book chapter [Klatzky&Lederman90] is a particularly good summary. The EP
associated with recovery of texture in object perception and recognition is known as Lateral
Motion. In this EP the fingers move in a back-and-forth or circular rubbing pattern.
Results from their research approach support the concept that material and surface properties are
highly salient haptic aspects of objects particularly when touch is used alone and object identity is
not critical [Klatzky,Lederman,Reed87].
Lederman and her colleagues study human haptic perception and manipulation of objects and sur-
faces in situations that are highly abstracted (for example, the set of artificial multidimensional
custom-designed objects in [Klatzky87] above) to isolate fundamental perceptual phenomena;
these are shown, in turn, to be relevant in the perception and identification of real objects as well.
Roughness of texture as an isolated percept was studied and evaluated using a psychophysical
methodology by Lederman in [Lederman72, Lederman74].The results of those studies were par-
ticularly intriguing and at the time somewhat counterintuitive. The roughness of metal gratings
was correlated with finger force normal to the surface and with the groove width of the gratings
rather than the overall spatial period, as most had suspected.
I began exploratory research on the roughness of simulated textures with the premise that if I cre-
ated analogs to Lederman's stimuli, I would also find that roughness was a scalable percept and
that it would be revealing to look at the relationship between factors leading to roughness in the
real world and those leading to roughness of simulated surfaces. In particular, I predicted that the
relationship between roughness and groove width might not be present, since it might depend on
the sensor mechanisms in the skin and that a different relationship between roughness and spatial
features might hold. More specifically, I hypothesized that roughness would scale with the spatial
period of a grating texture , since spatial period is potentially easily coded as the vibration fre-
quency reaching the hand on the joystick.
The issue of whether we can model high-level haptic perception using data from sensory physiol-
ogy and present-day knowledge of neural coding in these systems is problematic. Improvement in
non-invasive techniques for investigating peripheral and cortical neural coding from haptic sen-
sors will make it both more justifiable and easier to search for the underlying neural codes for hap-
tic percepts.
There have been some models that attempt to integrate biomechanics, sensory physiology, and
observed human haptic perceptual phenomena. For example, Lederman developed a quasi-static,
biomechanical, skin-deformation model to account for her behavioral results on roughness percep-
tion that implicated the volume of skin deformed in the grooves under the fingertip.
The role of finger scanning (motion) in texture perception is highlighted by Lederman and
Klatzky's observation of the Lateral Motion exploratory procedure associated with texture extrac-
tion, The notion that relative motion is a fundamental requirement for texture sensing has been
noted by Katz [Katz25], and later work verifies that motion of either the finger or the surface is
required for texture perception. A model of texture sensing which combines a computational
approach with a biomechanical model shows that relative motion between skin and textured sur-
face effectively increases the resolution of skin sensors, whatever their anatomical resolution
[Drucker89].
Gibson [Gibson62] develops a philosophical distinction between active touch, with motion, and
passive touch, with no motion. These are identified respectively with an objective pole, (percep-
tion of external objects) and a subjective pole (perception of sensation impinging on the subject).
The notion of active touch emphasizes that in ordinary circumstances the purposive exploratory
motions of a person are a prominent mode for haptic perception. Although the distinction is
intriguing in general, it is also too extreme. For example, perception of textured surfaces does not
require motion of the fingertip; motion of either fingertip or surface suffices.
In ordinary real-world situations, texture is usually scanned directly with the fingertip. When using
our simulations, the situation is modeled more closely by scanning with a thin probe (stylus or
stick) held in the hand. Clearly, the biomechanics and the sensory systems in these two modes of
texture perception are quite different. Katz [Katz25] showed that people can identify several dif-
ferent types of paper when using a stick-like probe. There is little other research on haptic percep-
tion, particularly of texture, through a probe. It is possible that certain aspects of texture
perception are mapped, perhaps at a cognitive level, by our haptic systems between information
from sensing in probe mode and information that would result from sensing in the more usual fin-
gertip mode. Certain details of texture perception, however, may not map in this way. For exam-
ple, Lederman's result that roughness perception of grating surfaces depends upon the groove
width of gratings may have no correlate in roughness perception of grating surfaces felt with a
simulated probe, because recovery of groove width may be a phenomenon that depends on the
biomechanics of touch with the skin of the finger.
2.9 Haptic (and Visual) Perceptual Spaces
Simulation of hard surfaces is a difficult engineering and control problem for force-feedback hap-
tic displays, and it has been considered a "challenge problem" [Jex88], [Ouh-young9O]. Rosen-
berg and Adelstein have attempted a perceptual classification of simulated hard surfaces
[Rosenberg93]. They characterize hard surfaces in terms of hardness, crispness, and release clean-
ness, and find that these percepts are modeled in a separable way by spring stiffness, damping con-
stant, and directionality of damping (in their physical model , a spring constant and a damping
constant can be separately adjusted near a the plane of a virtual wall). Thus perceptual aspects of a
hard wall can be adjusted separately. The authors found that these perceptual considerations sug-
gested the following improvement over their previous hard-wall models: a combination of an
envelope around the virtual wall modeled as a viscous damper and a spring model close to the wall
surface,
Yoshida [Yoshida68,69a,b] attempted to analyze the perceptual space of a variety of flat materials,
and the feel of woolen textiles in particular, which varied according to physical and manufacturing
parameters such as thread thickness and thread count,
In the realm of real-world texture, a notable recent study by Hollins [Hollins93] used a multidi-
mensional scaling technique to verify that a space defined by textures of 17 common (real) objects
plausibly fits a three-dimensional texture space. The dimensions seem to correspond to: smooth-
ness-roughness (subject rated), hardness-softness (subject rated), and possibly springiness. The
authors compared the experimental space to subjects' verbal ratings of the same textures along
dimensions of smooth-rough, hard-soft, slippery-sticky, flat-bumpy, and warm-cool. One problem
with this study is that the touching activity was quite restricted compared to naturalistic explora-
tion because the subject's finger was still and textured objects were stroked across it. Still, this
study provides important evidence for a dimensioned space of texture properties, making a per-
ceptually-based representation plausible.
Although we did not have the opportunity in this dissertation to investigate the relationship of hap-
tic to visual texture perception, we note that the equivalent problem of characterizing visual-per-
ception texture space is a focus of active research. A study that aimed at producing a texture-
naming system for computer environments and telecommunication used 56 visual textures from
the Brodatz database to span a perceptual space [Rao93]. Subjects rated the textures on descriptive
scales and also sorted them into similarity groups. Analyses of both kinds of data yielded a three-
dimensional perceptual space for texture, characterized as 1) repetitive/non-repetitive 2) high-con-
trast and non-directional/low-contrast and directional and 3) granular, coarse and low complexity/
non-granular, fine, and high-complexity. Another study, aimed at producing computational pat-
tern-recognition primitives for natural textures, used 16 Brodatz textures. Subjects made similarity
judgements on 6 descriptive scales (coarseness, contrast, directionality, line-likeness, regularity,
and roughness) and found closest-neighbors in the texture space [Tamura78]. The authors found
that judgements on the descriptive scales were fairly well correlated across subjects, and that
roughness was highly correlated with coarseness and contrast, but that closest-neighbor judge-
ments were highly variable, depending upon different criteria and sometimes upon global texture
features and other times upon features of texture elements.
2.10 Surveys
What follows is a survey of surveys! The reader will find useful background research and informa-
tion about current practice in haptics within the survey papers noted in this section. Other papers
that have proved especially influential and helpful are highlighted in the Annotated Bibliography.
2.10.1 Definitions of Haptics
Haptics refers to what is informally called the sense of touch and motor behaviors associated with
touching. The haptic senses are a complex organization of systems: skin (cutaneous) sensing,
which is mediated by a variety of sensing organs that respond to pressure, vibration, displacement,
and temperature; kinesthetic and proprioceptive sensing (mostly in muscles and joints), which
respond to motions and forces exerted by the interaction of the body and the external environment;
and motor activities. Brooks uses a dictionary definition' in a summary paper on haptics interac-
tion projects: "pertaining to sensations such as touch, temperature, pressure, etc. mediated by skin,
muscle, tendon, or joint." [Brooks90].
2.10.2 Cutaneous Sensing
The physiology and sensory phenomenology of skin sensors are surveyed comprehensively by
Sherrick and Cholewiak [Sherrick86].
1. Webster's New International Dictionary, 2nd Edition, Merriam: Springfield, Massachusetts
2.10.3 Tactile Arrays
A survey of tactile-array technologies has been developed for creating analogs of visual images on
the skin and for simulating haptic sensations by stimulating the skin sensors. Technologies include
vibrotactile, electrotactile, and deforming arrays. There are recent surveys by Shimoga
[Shimoga93a], and Kaczmarek [in press].
2.10.4 Proprioception and Kinesthesia
The best survey is still Clark and Horch [Clark86].
2.10.5 Texture perception
There is no comprehensive survey. The best compendium is in Loomis and Lederman's survey
Tactual Perception [Loomis&Lederman86]. However, there has been considerable research since
that date. For research in neural correlates of texture perception from the literature in neurophysi-
ology and perceptual psychology, the reader is also referred to the published papers of Lederman
(perception); Johnson, Hsaio and their colleagues; and Goodwin and colleagues.
2.10.6 Haptic interaction with computer environments and hand-based input/output
In the past few years, several surveys have been published on haptic interaction technologies and
on a related area, the role of the hand in human-computer interaction. Some interaction devices are
reviewed in Foley's Scientific American article [Foley87]. A very rich introduction to the use of
the hand is in Sturman's doctoral thesis "Whole-Hand Input" [Sturman92]. Sturman also refer-
ences some of the relevant literature on gestural human-computer interaction (HCI) and gestural
communication. The best recent surveys of haptic interaction technology are from the VETREC
consortium report [Salisbury92], and Shimoga [Shimoga93b]. Shimoga concentrates on hand-
mounted and anthropomorphic devices. Useful survey information can also be found in a cumula-
tive report by Brooks on UNC's investigations [Brooks90] and in the introductory sections of the-
ses by Smith, Russo, and Ouh-young. A popular account of several projects world-wide, with a
selected bibliography, is provided in Rheingold's book Virtual Reality [Rheingold91].
2.10.7 Robotics and Teleoperation
The teleoperator-research community from its inception has had an implicit relationship with hap-
tics. One way to think of haptic simulation environments is as teleoperation with the slave side
replaced by a simulation. F. P. Brooks at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill first artic-
ulated this insight for the series of research projects there [Brooks90]. At this time, there is no
ideal concise survey of the applications of robotics and teleoperation lessons to haptic simulations.
There is a wealth of useful information in Sheridan's book, "Teleoperation, Automation, and
Human Supervisory Control" [Sheridan92].
2.11 Summary of Haptic Interaction Projects
Table 1 below is a summary of haptic interaction projects. This complements other summaries in
the literature. First, it is more comprehensive, Second, if possible, I have noted the kinds of sensa-
tions, objects, and materials simulated in each project. Some of the interface technologies may, of
course, be capable of simulating a wider variety of haptic materials.
This table is comprehensive for force-feedback devices specifically used for haptic simulation,
both published and unpublished (please let me know if it is not!), It does not attempt to cover tac-
tile displays and arrays, nor thermal interfaces. I have included my favorite (and the most relevant)
devices used primarily for teleoperation rather than haptic simulation. I have also included what I
consider relevant exotic haptic technology, such as a wind machine.
In the next chapter, I discuss my work on haptic simulation for force-feedback display, with partic-
ular emphasis on the simulation of texture.
TABLE 1. Haptic Interaction projects
Author Typical materials
Year(s) Lab Display Type or objects
or Company simulated
1965 Sutherland @ Utah The Ultimate Display paper concept paper force fields; general object
simulation
1971 Batter and Brooks GROPE-1 cartesian 2D interparticle forces e.g.
@UNC 1/r, 1/r2
1971 Noll @ Brooklyn Tech Man-Machine Tactile cartesian 3D hard surface cube, sphere
1976 Kilpatrick @ UNC GROPE-Il 3D (Goertz manipulator arm) hard surfaces of cube, other
polygonal modeled objects?
1977 Atkinson et. al. @ Touchy-Feely 3D cable tetrahedron force fields
USDC
c. 1980 Standham- Joystring 3D cable tetrahedron used by Feldman at NIH
mer@FSU.
1983 Atari Labs , Cam- Force-Feedback Joystick 2D joystick springs, hard wall, maze
bridge walls, fish forces
1982 Bolt, Agronin @ MIT Multi-Sensory: 1 D slide + 1 D tilt, vibrotactile surfaces with vibrotactile tex-
Media Lab pin array, prototype temp cell ture
1988 Brodey @Teletouch Teletouch pneumatic pillows controllers for machinery
1987 A. Brooks @ Aerovi- Pterodactyl 1 dof prototype and exoskel- pterodactyl flight forces on
ronment eton with 2 dof shoulder, 1 human arm joints
dof elbow, 1 dof wrist
1989 Adelstein @ MIT Joystick 2 dof motor joystick walls, textbook objects, sta-
Mech E bilized stylus
1988 Smith @ MIT Mech E 1 D motor-brake joystick 1 D joystick with velocity and textbook objects, water bal-
force sensor loon, hard wall
1988 Russo @ MIT Mech 3D joystick 3D joystick with motor, textbook objects, trajectories
E brake, force sensor
1989 Minsky, Steele @ Sandpaper integrated system uses Mil- textbook objects, textured
UNC and MIT liken and Russo 2D joysticks surfaces
1989 Atari Games Hard Drivin' Arcade games with 1 dof steering wheel uses real car
Race Drivin' force feedback steering dynamics to feel steering
wheel, pedals and shifter and interaction with road
1987 Jacobsen @ U. of NOSC & Sarcos Arms 22 dof arm + hand submarine and other teleop-
Utah and Sarcos eration applications
1990 Cadoz, Luciani @ Modular Feedback Keyboard 16 tap motor piano key, string instrument
Grenoble Cordis Anima System bow, ensembles of particles
Author Typical materials
Year(s) Lab Display dofsor objects
or Company simulated
1990 Ming Ouh-young @ GROPE-Ill 6 dof robot arm Force fields due to forces
UNC-Chapel Hill between two non-bonded
molecules
1990 Iwata et al @Tsukuba Compact Master Manipulator 6 dof global, thumb, index hard and compliant cg mod-
finger, other fingers eled objects, 1 D textured
profiles
1991 StairClimber cables pull each foot on climbing stairs
skates, counterweighted
1991 Texture Key 1 dof telegraph key surface contours
1992 Pen 6 dof writing in 3D, deformation of
surface, pushbuttons
Hennequin Pneumatic Hand pneumatic pillows not known
1990 Burdea et al @ Rut- Portable and New Hand 2 and 3 pneumatic finger spring and simple compliant
gers Master controller 3D objects.
1990 Chin @ MIT Man- Incision Simulator 1 dof lever on motor shaft visco-elastic model of skin
Machine Systems layers
1991 Hannaford @ U. Force Scaling lamanipulator not known probe and pick up small
Washington objects
1991 ATR Labs, Japan MultiModal Interface 3 dof desk mount arm not known
1991 EXOS Corp. (Mar- SaFire; Force ArmMaster; 2 dof wrist,2 dof index finger, pick and place application,
cus et al.) HEHD; PowerStick 3 dof thumb; 3 dof shoulder, textbook objects and walls
wlbow,forearm;4 dof hand; 2
dof joystick; all motor driven
1991 Jones, Hunter not known not known stiffness and damping tests;
eye surgery simulation
1992 Hirose et al @Tokyo Magnetic Surface Display 3 dof tracker plus pressure walls, compliant walls of
applying pad polygonal 3D objects
1992 Wind Display 12 muffin fans on hand held windtunnel airflow
mount
1994 Moldable surface multiple rod actuator array 3D surfaces, hard and com-
under flexible surface pliant
1992 Tachi @ Tokyo Anthropomorphic Arm not known not known
1992 Gillespie @ Stanford Touchback Keyboard 1 dof motor actuator piano action, bouncing ball,
textbook objects, rigid
mechanical linkages
1992 Jacobus @ CyberNet name unknown 6 dof arm molecule forces, tank vehi-
cle-driving forces
Author Typical materials
Year(s) Lab Display dotsor objects
or Company simulated
1992 Sato et al @Tokyo SPIDAR, SPIDARII 1 finger 3D brake driven Virtual clay on potter's
Tech cables; 2 finger 3D motor wheel, virtual wooden blocks
cables
1993 Colgate, Millman @ 4 DOF manipulator 3 dof + plane rotation of han- tool use: e.g. tighten bolt
NorthWestern dle
1993 Wallace @ NYU Phone Squeeze 2 flippers limited touch over phone line
1992 Srinivasan et al @ linear grasper; planar 1 dof; x, y plus twist; brake textbook objects; torque-fric-
MIT-RLE grasper; instrumented driven screwdriver handle tion screwdriver simulation
screwdriver
1993 Taylor@UNC Nanomanipulator UNC GROPE arm force fields generated by sur-
face in a scanning probe
microscope
1993 Rosenberg @ Stan- Haptic Fixtures integrated system uses 2dof spring, dampers, walls, sinu-
ford joystick (Adelstein's) soid grating texture
1993 Massie, Salisbury @ PHANToM 3 dof motor-driven arm 3D textbook objects, spheres
MIT Al Lab and Sens- and polygonal objects, push-
Able Devices buttons, textures, friction
models
1994 Howe manipulators 2 dof planar (also tactile dis- teleoperation with multiple
play) fingers
1995 Immersion Corpora- Impulse Engine 1000, 2000, 1dof linear, 2dof joystick, epidural anesthsia procedure
tion 3000, and Laparascopic 3dof, and surgical simulator
3 Dynamics and Textures in the Sandpaper
System
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter I introduce and describe techniques for force-feedback display of texture and the
software system Sandpaper; which is an interface to simulated textured objects.
- Section 3.2 describes the Sandpaper interaction system for, feeling, testing, and investigating simulated
haptic materials, dynamic regimes, and objects. 1 The user interaction paradigm and features of the Sand-
paper system are described along with of the haptic materials, regimes, and objects that were simulated
in the early part of this investigation.
- Section 3.3 reviews the basics of haptic display using force-reflection techniques with a joystick as the
hardware interface. The approach here has its precedents in previous work, from both seat-of-the-pants
and formal mechanical engineering traditions (at Atari Cambridge Lab, UNC-Chapel Hill [Kilpatrick76],
[Ouh-young9O], [Brooks90], and other labs). A mechanical system that is to be simulated is analyzed and
equations of motion are developed. A numerical solution controls the mechanical impedance of the joy-
stick system. This approach has been used by both practitioners with empirical and theoretical bases and
analyzed extensively by Hogan [Hogan85a,b,c, Hogan90c].
- Section 3.4 describes the lateral-force algorithm for texture simulation, which is the technique used in
most of this investigation.
- Section 3.5 describes and illustrates the textures chosen for the formal experimental part of this research.
- Section 3.6 discusses characteristics, limitations of this approach to texture simulation, and artifacts of
this implementation.
3.2 Sandpaper System: Software is in Control
The Sandpaper software system has been designed to make it easy to implement simulated
mechanical regimes, feel them with the joystick, see a visual representation of them, and modify
their simulation parameters. Sandpaper can maintain an arbitrary number of "patches" of simu-
lated material, each of which has an independent simulation program. This organization is sug-
1. I designed Sandpaper in collaboration with Oliver Steele and David Banks, both at University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill. It was implemented largely by Steele.
gested by object-oriented programming systems, in which objects (in this case, classes of patches
of material) maintain state.
The Sandpaper system maintains a set of patches that have access to common information, in par-
ticular, to the joystick's position, velocity, and acceleration, and to filtered versions of these vari-
ables. Each patch is associated with a block of code that implements its particular dynamics model
and exports a set of changeable parameters (e.g., m, b, and k in the textbook object model
described in section 3.3) to the user interface so that the model may be varied interactively.
The code block of each patch implements whatever controller is desired. Thus, these controllers
are fully digital and are implemented to run in the same software environment as the dynamics
simulation, the user interface, and the graphic display. For particular controllers and simulations,
this approach gives great flexibility, at the expense of speed.
3.2.1 Design Criteria fulfilled by Sandpaper
The Sandpaper system was designed so that each of the following things can be independently var-
ied for each "patch" of material, simply by writing C code local to that patch. All of these goals
have been accomplished in the current implementation:
- Dynamics of objects or regimes within a patch
- Control algorithm for haptic output
- Visual representation of a patch
- Export of simulation parameters to user interface
Thus a researcher can code an algorithm for the "feel" of a patch as a simple, small C module, and
test it alongside pre-existing patches for comparison.
Multiple patches can have the same dynamics and control scheme but different mechanical param-
eters, gains, and filters. (For example, there can be a class of patches simulating a brick hanging
from a spring; each such patch can have independently variable brick mass, spring constant, and
displayed brick color.)
Any patch code can independently access joystick state inputs, filtered state inputs, and arrays of
auxiliary data (such as height maps and force fields).
The system interface is tuned for use in perception experiments. Patches have a visual appearance
and can be moved like physical pieces of material. The experimenter can see where the user is
exploring with a joystick position cursor. The patch that is being "touched" is selected, and its sim-
ulation parameters are automatically exported to a set of sliders on the screen. These parameters
can then be adjusted in real-time by either the experimenter or the user, depending on the needs of
particular perception experiments.
Figure 3 is an illustration of a typical screen configuration of the Sandpaper system:
FIGURE 3. Screen from Sandpaper system
File Edit TeNture Phgsics Rrraes Options Special- 173, 113 f=( -53, 0)
For detailed information on the commands and capabilities of Sandpaper's user interface, see
Appendix B, Sandpaper Quick Reference Guide.
3.2.2 Sandpaper System Modules
This section lists the classes of haptically displayed materials, objects, and regimes created for this
research and installed into Sandpaper system. The rest of the dissertation concentrates on one par-
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ticular class of these haptic objects, namely textured surfaces simulated with the lateral-force gra-
dient algorithm.
Within the Sandpaper system, modules corresponding to surfaces were easy to build and manipu-
late on the screen. Some were built as stepping stones along the way to finding a valid simulation
for texture. Some were built to test whether this system was general-purpose enough to simulate a
wide variety of mechanical regimes and objects. Others were built to test haptic interfaces for
applications, such as touch desktop, and haptic interpretation of medical images.1
Dynamic Modules are dynamic simulations of masses, springs, and dampers
Examples include one point-mass and two point-masses coupled to the user by springs; moving
masses; linear springs (along a line) and radial springs (spring forces in all directions from a cen-
tral point). Real-time animations of the one- and two-mass simulations were visible along with the
haptic simulation.
An Attractor is a dynamic simulation that couples the user's hand, through a spring, to a light
object moving along a swirling trajectory.
Synthetic Force Profiles are simple synthetic contoured surfaces ("textures") with periodic lateral
force profiles.
Examples are a sawtooth wave and sinusoidal force function. These are ad hoc models of con-
toured surfaces, since they are neither derived from a natural physical surface nor from perceptual
considerations. These models can create the haptic sensation of regular features, or of texture at
small size. They are easy to implement and have provided a robust testbed for experimentation:
1. Modules built by Margaret Minsky, Oliver Steele, David Banks.
other investigators with various hardware devices have implemented similar simulations of "tex-
ture" or surface features, for example [Iwata9lb], [Rosenberg93].
Synthetic Lateral-Force Gradient Textures are textures displayed from height maps using the
lateral-force gradient algorithm.The underlying height maps are from both simple and complex
synthetic models. Examples include regular gratings, regular grids, and irregular "Perlin" textures.
These are all used in the experiment in Chapter 4. Another example of underlying height maps are
irregular noise textures originally generated for research in visual texture synthesis [Picard92].
Surfaces that define large-scale objects in bas-relief can also be displayed using this algorithm. For
example, we displayed an image of a teapot; its height map was processed from a polygonal sur-
face representation.1
Lateral-Force Gradient Textures from Real-World Data are textures displayed using the lat-
eral-force gradient algorithm, using underlying height maps from real images (We tried medical
images2, electron micrographs, and a small selection of textures from the Brodatz book of visual
textures [Brodatz66].)
Synthetic High-Resolution Lateral-Force Profiles are regular textures from a spatially high-res-
olution seed consisting of a single hill-valley cycle of a grating. Grating textures are generated
from this seed at a wide range of feature sizes by reproducing the seed with appropriate spatial
size.
1. Teapot processing by Matt Fitzgibbon of University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
2. "'You never dreamed I could reach through a phone screen to do this.,' I reached into his head, felt smooth muscle and
grainy bone and sinus cavities like bubbles. He tossed his head, but my hand went with it. I ran imaginary fingertips along
the smooth inner surface of his skull. It was there. A ridge of scar, barely raised above the rest of the bone, too fine for X-
rays. It ran in a closed curve from the base of his skull up through the temples to intersect his eye sockets. 'It's him,' I said."
from The Long Arm of Gil Hamilton, Larry Niven, 1976.
Materials are dynamic regimes that simulate material properties, such as pure viscous fluid, pure
negative viscous substance (called "anti-viscous") and jittery regimes. Pure springs can be thought
of as compliant materials in the x or y directions.
MGrav, a haptic desktop: While not strictly speaking a Sandpaper module, experiments were
conducted on the use of spring detentsi to provide haptic cues for menu items and window edges
in a desktop like the Mac Finder 2. Section 7.7.5 contains some additional speculations on uses of
haptic cues to directly enhance present-day user interfaces.
3.3 Basic Force Feedback
Force-feedback simulations are intended to feel like real objects and materials. They interact with
the user through robotic devices that apply forces to the hand or body of the user; the basic strat-
egy is to simulate the dynamics of the objects or materials being touched. Early approaches to this
problem, [Noll72b], [Kilpatrick76], emphasize touching object surfaces; the problem becomes one
of allowing the hand to stably contact a hard surface. The approach suggested by Behensky's
experiments at Atari Labs in 1984 concentrated on creating dynamics simulations, for example,
springs, dampers, and inertial masses that could be manipulated by the hand.
3.3.1: Textbook objects
I coined the phrase textbook objects (used in e.g. [Smith88]) for these regimes to emphasize that
simple versions of Newtonian dynamics equations used in textbooks to represent ideal springs,
dampers, and masses lead to "feel-able" versions of those objects.
1. Detent: a mechanism that locks or unlocks a movement [Webster's]
2. Mgrav designed and implemented by 0. Steele.
The Sandpaper system uses cartesian joysticks whose state (position, velocity, and acceleration) is
detected and whose output force is controlled by torque motors. For the two degrees-of-freedom
case the joystick axes of motion are independent to the first order. Thus we can consider a single
axis, x, without loss of generality. The "textbook" spring is implemented via:
force = -kx
a viscous damper via:
force = b
and an inertial mass via:
force = mi
(EQ 1)
(EQ 2)
(EQ 3)
A block diagram (Figure 4) illustrates the inputs and outputs available to the software from the
joystick, shown for the two degree-of-freedom joystick with x and y axes separated:
FIGURE 4. Block diagram of joystick/Sandpaper system
Control of the mechanical parameters k (stiffness), b (damping), and m (inertia), in order to con-
trol the apparent behavior of the joystick system, when held by a user, is called impedance control.
The notion is that for force display, one can model physical systems by their mechanical imped-
ance. "A mechanical impedance is a dynamic operator which specifies the forces an object gener-
ates in response to imposed motions [Hogan90]." A second-order model (that is, a model built
from equations 1, 2, and 3 above) is adequate for modeling dynamics of simulated objects and the
interaction of object dynamics with the human arm [Hogan85, Hogan90, Sheridan92].' Note that
in general, k, b, and m need not be linear functions of position or time.
Thus the local conditions for any simulation can be created using the combined equations of
motion in the form:
force = MiM+ Kx (EQ4)
where M is the mass of the simulated object, B is the simulated damping coefficient, and K is sim-
ulated stiffness.
3.3.2 Equations of motion
The equations of motion in this form (and with these boundary conditions) must be derived for
each particular system to be modeled. In the simulations for this research , the equations were
derived by hand inspection of the system model. Further work in deriving equations of motion for
more complex dynamic regimes has been performed for rigid bodies within the context of haptic
displays, by [Colgate88], [Hogan85a,b,c], and Milliken&Behensky (see [Simanaitis89]). Particu-
larly notable is Gillespie's work [Gillespie93] in which a novel method for deriving the equations
of motion (Kane's method) is used. This allows automatic, fast derivation of equations of motion,
for complex mechanical linkages with constraints, suitable for use in haptic simulations.
1. The dynamics of the human arm itself are complex, and there is controversy over the level of modeling appropriate to
describe it. In many situations a second order model is appropriate, however compare work by [Hannaford89] which sug-
gest a need for higher order models for human arm behavior.
The fidelity and stability of simulations has been analyzed for certain cases [see Ouh-young90].
Stability of the simulated system has been the main criterion of success for virtual objects and
their dynamics. Colgate, in [Colgate89], has proposed that the general success criterion leading to
stable and robust simulations for haptic display is passivity of the system. For stability in contact
with the user, the simulated system must locally appear to be passive, that is, it cannot supply
power indefinitely.
3.3.3 Sandpaper System Characteristics
Table 2 summarizes the performance characteristics of the Sandpaper system.
TABLE 2. Sandpaper System Characteristics Summary
Screen display size 7" x 6"
Screen resolution 489 x 425 pixels
Joystick Workspace Size 9" circle
Joystick Position Resolution 12 bit each, x and y
Force output range 0-10 N
Force output resolution 12 bit
Simulation speed 900 Hz (updates/sec)
One of the current tradeoffs in haptic display is between simulation complexity and simulation
update rate. We have found that digital update rates below approximately 1KHz lead to degrada-
tion in the and fidelity of simulations of textures. Our typical rate of 900 Hz is within this approxi-
mate range. We were careful to tune our software so that textures could be displayed for
psychophysical experiments at this rate, using our existing hardware/software configuration.
3.4 Lateral-Force Textures: Implementation of Textured Surfaces
The main algorithm for simulated texture presented in this thesis evolved from the observation
that sideways spring forces can feel like downward forces. A spring potential field, represented by
Equation (EQ 1) above, feels to many users like a deep valley with a center at the rest position of
the spring. A hypothetical explanation for this is that, at some level of the human haptic system,
there is an analogy between having the hand pulled downward by gravity (into a valley) and hav-
ing the hand pulled toward a point of rest (the center of the spring potential field). This observation
led Behensky to create "simulated detents" for a video game switch panel by using many small
simulated spring potential fields.1 The center of each spring field feels to the user like a detent or
small notch. This led me to try a spring-based representation of a wavy texture, 2 in which lateral
forces toward "valleys" give the user the impression that the valleys are the low points of a tex-
tured surface.
Here is a different, more rigorous model of a physical situation in which sideways forces are pro-
duced from motion over a textured surface. Consider the joystick to be analogous to a stylus which
is gripped by the user. The tip of the stylus moves over the textured surface and the user obtains
some information about the texture through the fingers and hand. Now, imagine that the forces that
the user can feel are restricted to only the lateral forces on the stylus. This could be done by
restricting the user to lateral motion, keeping the hand at a constant height. Our imaginary stylus
1. Behensky, Max. Atari Games, personal communication. The game is "Hard Drivin"'.
2. S. Benton points out that lateral forces are the detent cues felt on real old-fashioned knobs mounted vertically on panels
[personal communication].
telescopes to accommodate the variations in height of the textured surface. The user's hand feels
only the lateral forces due to the hills and valleys of the textured surface. 1
These sideways forces are the same as the forces generated by my algorithm, though the algorithm
historically was developed from the spring model. We will now derive these forces analytically
from the stylus model. This analysis may shed light on the relationship between haptic perception
mediated by the joystick and people's ability to feel real-world texture through a stylus or stick.
Figure 5 shows a model of the joystick as a stylus rolling on a hilly surface. The hand grasps a sty-
lus which rolls and telescopes so that the hand feels only lateral forces resisting the stylus' motion.
A small part of a hill is shown, and the figure shows the stylus at two positions, x1 and x2. The
hand is held at a constant height as it moves and the stylus telescopes freely to accommodate the
length between the hand and the surface. This length is illustrated as 11 and 12.The sideways force
the user feels as the stylus moves up the hill is calculated.This force is proportional to the slope of
the hill. This is one physical model in which sideways forces proportional to the local slope of a
textured surface would be felt by a person holding such a telescoping pen. Here is a derivation of
the sideways force values (derived for x only, x and y are independent), assuming frictionless roll-
ing and negligible moment of inertia of the rolling element at the stylus tip:
1. In the real world, this could be done by slipping a stylus shaft through a linear bearing; the user's hand now grips the
linear bearing sheath. The tip of the stylus is considered to have low friction over the textured surface; imagine the tip is a
rolling ball-point or a graphite pencil tip. As the user moves this stylus over a textured surface, only sideways forces are
transmitted to the hand because the linear bearing rides freely along the length of the stylus, eliminating upward and
downward forces. This linear bearing implementation was suggested by Barry Wolf [personal communication].
FIGURE 5. Stylus on a small hill
11 12
X1 X2
The basic principle used here is: the change in potential energy of the stylus as it moves on the tex-
tured surface is equal to the work done to move it. The only acting external force is gravity.
APE = work = F- d (EQ 5)
where F is the force in the lateral x direction and d is the distance moved, We need consider only
the x coordinate because the x and y axes (and forces) are orthogonal and thus independent.
APE = PE 2-PE, = ((1 1 -l2)Mg) -0 = (11 -2)mg (EQ 6)
where PEI is the potential energy at x1, PE2 is the potential energy at x2, g is the acceleration due
to gravity, and m is the combined mass of the stylus and the user's hand.
The distance, d, is
d = x2-X1
From Figure 5, we also have:
(11 -12) ta0Stan9(x 2 - x1)
Substituting into Equation (EQ 5), we obtain:
(EQ 7)
(EQ 8)
(EQ 9)
(EQ 10)
(EQ 11)
(1 -12) mg = F (x2 - X1)
(x2 - X1) tanomg = F (x 2 - X1)
F = mgtanO
It is plausible that a person could feel texture mediated through such a telescoping stylus, since
people can sense surface texture through a plain stylus. I suggest trying an informal test with an
equivalent apparatus, constructed as in footnote 1., page 49, from a pen and linear bearing.
Thus, the gradient algorithm for simulated texture can be arrived at in two ways: either as the out-
come of a physical model or the extension of the perceptual observation that sideways spring
now,
forces feel like gravity acting on the hand. The former model helps justify the texture algorithm in
terms of a physical situation, the latter model explains how I thought of this algorithm. I now dis-
cuss its implementation for producing the impression of surface texture.
Figure 6 is a cross-section of a texture with regular, small, sharp waves, called a regular triangle
wave. One axis is shown; a texture with a grid structure is produced by using the same cross-sec-
tion independently for both x and y directions. The wavelength is the distance of a spatial cycle of
this texture, peak to peak.
FIGURE 6. Procedural triangle wave texture
wavelength
Sandpaper patches automatically have access to the joystick state (in this case Jx and Jy represent
the joystick position), and run a loop that exports the prescribed forces (f orce .x and f orce .y)
to the joystick. Thus, to implement the triangle wave texture, a patch class is defined called Tri -
angle which uses the following C code:
/*Triangle Wave Texture*/
/* Force is proportional to distance from local wave center. A triangle
wave is computed implicitly here with maximum force of amp and spatial
frequency freq. These are ramps of length wavelength, broken into triangles
using the absolute value function abs*/
int wavelength = 1000/freq;
force.x =(abs ((Jx % wavelength) * amp/wavelength) -amp);
force.y =(abs ((Jy % wavelength) * amp/wavelength) -amp);
In this example, each spring potential field is not explicitly coded in terms of stiffness and rest
position. Rather, linear ramps in the output force are implicitly generated, as the joystick is moved
along a line. The set of linear ramps is a triangle wave; thus, each triangle represents a local spring
potential.
This exercise led to an algorithm (developed by my team while at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill) for producing texture based on pre-existing height maps of small features similar to
the geometry of real textured materials. If the bumps in the height map are considered to be local
potential fields, with flat regions (valleys and plateaus) at zero potential and steep slope between
valleys and hills at high potential, then a spring force proportional to the local slope represents the
potential, and thus should feel like an appropriate force "down" toward the center of each local
valley. The algorithm simply outputs the sideways forces proportional to the local vector gradient
of the texture height map. This is called the lateral-force gradient algorithm for texture.
We consider two-dimensional texture defined as having a height h(x,y) at every point (x,y). The
gradient algorithm gives output forces calculated in Equation (EQ 12) and Equation (EQ 13)1. The
x and y forces, f(x) and f(y) are orthogonal and are computed independently. The constant k allows
scaling of the local spring potential.
fx= k(h(x+l) -h(Xl_)) (EQ 12)
f= k(h(y+l) -h( )) (EQ 13)
1. Note that a surface can be defined by either a continuous or discrete description; the equations show discretized sam-
pling in x and y for calculating local gradients.
Although this model was suggested by the feeling of a spring potential, there is no guarantee that
there are true linear spring potentials over a large area of texture. Only if the texture data them-
selves include linear slopes will there be a simulation of a linear spring toward the bottom of the
slope. Locally, of course, the potential is linear (from the equation above). However, a typical
small bump that is part of a simulated texture may have a more complex shape than a linear slope,
and we thus consider the potential at the top of those bumps to be non-linear springs.
3.5 Textures for Experiments
To investigate human perception of simulated texture, sets of Sandpaper patches were created for
users to feel. The investigation procedures and results are detailed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. These
texture patches were modeled with features analogous to geometries of real textured materials.
3.5.1 Textures from Surface Geometry I
I developed a set of eight-bit height maps of features. Gratings are alternating linear raised bars
and valleys. Grids are raised bumps and valleys in a checker-board pattern.
Feature sizes range from .37 mm to 18.5 mm. The feature size for regular textures is defined as the
spatial period (distance from a bump peak to the next bump peak). For Perlin textures it is defined
as the size of an underlying lattice.
The grating and grid height maps were then smoothed by filtering the eight-bit height array with a
two-dimensional Gaussian filter with a kernel size appropriate to the size of the grating or grid pat-
tern. This particular smoothing filter was chosen for two reasons. First, it is plausible that a Gauss-
ian contour might approximate a wide variety of natural processes that might be applied to real
materials. Thus the shape of the bumps and valleys, while not designed to model any specific real
material or shaping process, might serve as a generic representation of real materials. Second, the
technology for this filtering step was easily available in the computing environment and would be
available to other researchers preparing synthetic textures.
Perlin textures are named for their inventor, Ken Perlin. They are height maps derived from his
solid noise textures [Perlin85]. Perlin's algorithm for solid noise generation assigns a value
between 0 and 1 to each control point on a cubic grid, and uses tricubic interpolation of the control
point values to assign each location in the gridded space with a density value between 0 and 1. We
construct a height map by intersecting the lattice at the plane z = 0.5, to produce a plane of density
values; by sampling that plane at pixel locations within a rectangle; and then reinterpreting each
sampled density value as a height. The size of the lattice grid determines the feature size of the
Perlin texture.
Perlin textures were chosen because they can be generated easily at different sizes, are highly
irregular yet smooth, and generate textures that look irregular and "naturalistic" to the human
visual system [Perlin85].
These smoothed height maps were used together with the lateral-force gradient model to create
haptic display. This is called the Version-I texture set, and it was used in the experiment described
in Chapter 4. Appendix A shows the Version-I texture set height maps.
The Version-1 set consists of analogs to texture elements that have been used in studies of rough-
ness perception, including gratings.
3.5.2 Textures from Surface Geometry II
For the experiments detailed in Chapters 4 and 5, an alteration was made to improve the resolution
of the height maps and to extend the range of textures to those with smaller feature sizes. This
experiment used only grating textures, which are the same on every horizontal line. Rather than
creating a full square two-dimensional array, we made a thin rectangle. The rectangle is 256 pixels
wide and 32 thick (just thick enough to avoid edge effects when filtering). The hill width is 128
and valley width is 128. It is filtered with a gaussian with kernel of 24. This seed array was then
scaled and repeated to yield each desired feature size, for example the .7 mm and 7 mm gratings in
Figure 8 and Figure 9.
FIGURE 7. Seed for version-2 textures
FIGURE 8. Seed scaled and repeated for 2.5 mm grating
FIGURE 9. Seed scaled and repeated for 5.0 mm grating
Table 3 summarizes these sets of haptic materials, objects, regimes, and textures.
TABLE 3.
Named Texture Seed Force Model Used in
2D height map, 8 bit,
Version-1 Set processed with gaussian local gradient of texture pilot tests; Confidence
smoothing filter; imagery of height array Experiment (Chapter 4)
gratings, grids and Perlin noise
1D slice of smoothed 8-bit local gradient of texture Qualitative Roughness,
Version-2 Set grating texture array, sampled height array Quantitative Roughness
to spatially replicate (Chapters 5, 6)
2D height map, 8 bit,
General height-map texture processed with gaussian local gradient of texture Informal texture library
modules ismoothin f rous height array creation
synthetic and natural images
3.5.3 Other Textures from Surface Geometry
I experimented with haptic display of medical imagery (surfaces of bone reconstructed from vol-
ume MRI data'), micrographs of plant cells, 1/f fractal noise textures 2, Gibbs synthetic noise tex-
tures created by Rosalind Picard [Picard92], and digitized imagery from Brodatz's [Brodatz66]
photographic book of real-world visual textures.
3.6 Artifacts and Limitations of Lateral-force Texture
3.6.1 Quantization of Force Values
The values of force that are felt as a user scans over a Version-I or Version-2 texture are strongly
quantized. The Version-I texture simulations are based on 8-bit resolution height maps. These
height maps are differentiated (in other words, the local slope is computed at each point). The val-
1. by Marc Levoy at University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
2. imagery courtesy of Davis Heeger and Alex Pentland of the MIT Media Lab
ues that the derivative can take on are very limited. First, with only 256 possible height values,
there are a limited set of height differences that can occur. Furthermore, Version-I textures have a
spatial resolution of only about 27 samples/cm. Thus the slopes of the texture features rise quickly
from 0 to 256 over a small number of spatial samples, and only a few gradient values are seen.
Depending on the size of the texture features and the size of the smoothing filter, this number of
values ranges from 5 to 8. The forces the user feels are proportional to these gradient values, so the
textures are displayed with only 5 to 8 different levels of force. There are only about 3 bits (8 val-
ues) of force.
It is not clear that increasing the number of force levels would substantially change the way these
textures feel. The differences in force between these levels is already close to human discrimina-
tion ability (see section 5.4.2).
What is important to note is that the force-quantization effect results from the resolution of height
values used to represent the texture features and the shape of the features.
Version-2 textures have increased spatial resolution, but have the same 8-bit height resolution as
Version-I textures.
To see whether increasing the number of force values makes a qualitative difference in the way
these textures feel, we substituted the height value itself for the gradient of the height value, in an
anecdotal test of increased height resolution. The Version-2 texture seed was used in this test; it
has about 24 different height (and in this case, force) values in the range 0 to 256 (contrasted with
5 force values it produces using the gradient algorithm). The textures displayed this way did not
feel qualitatively different to two experienced users of the system.
3.6.2 Smoothing Filter Issues
The smoothing filter kernel for Version-I texture patches varied from 1 to 4, depending on the size
of the features. This leads to subtle differences in the slope shape of the texture hills and valleys,
which is not independent of the feature size. It is an open question whether this systematically
affects perception of these textures.
Version-2 textures were all derived from a seed with higher spatial resolution than Version-1 tex-
tures. The seed is filtered once with a kernel size of 24 before scaling to different feature sizes,
thus the shapes of the feature slopes are the same at all sizes.
3.6.3 Analogy to Real Materials
There is an interesting analogy to the experience of Lederman, et al. in the creation of texture stim-
uli. Lederman created a set of precisely machined metal block surfaces with a particular geometry
(rectangular-wave gratings). In the current work an attempt was made to create a set of precisely
specified simulated surfaces with virtual geometries. In my experiments, as in Lederman's, psy-
chophysical hypotheses about the relationship of psychological percepts to geometric parameters
were tested. But it is never easy to create objects to touch that are exactly as we wish them to be. In
Lederman's work, electron microscopy of the machined metal blocks revealed artifacts of the
machining process, small scale burrs, that had to be taken into account when analyzing human
response to the geometry of the blocks [Lederman74]. Similarly, the "machining" operation of
digital signal production and filtering creates artifacts in our ideally specified virtual haptic materi-
als.
The next three chapters discuss the results of psychophysical experiments on properties of the Ver-
sion-I and Version-2 texture sets. The experiment in Chapter 4 verifies people's confidence that
the Version-I set are indeed textures. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 address the factors that contribute to
perception of roughness of Version-2 grating textures.
4 Confidence Experiment: Convincing Textured
Surfaces
Demonstrating Believability of Simulated Texture
This experiment is designed to determine whether the textured surfaces created with the lateral-
force gradient algorithm are convincing: "Can the Sandpaper system create surfaces with qualities
of texture?" The easiest way to find out is to ask people. In this experiment I presented subjects
with a wide variety of stimuli. Subjects rated their confidence as to how convincing the stimuli
were as textured surfaces.
The stimuli were chosen to provide substantial variation in textured surface geometry. Two of the
tested geometry categories, gratings and grids, were analogous to geometries of real textured sur-
face stimuli used in previous haptics work [Lederman72]. A category of irregular bumpy surfaces
was also used. (Previous irregular real-world experimental stimuli have consisted of irregularly
spaced dots.) The stimuli spanned a range of simulated hill-and-valley widths, overall feature
sizes, and force amplitudes for all the texture types.
Are there boundary values for physical factors that separate regions of convincing from uncon-
vincing textures? This experiment was designed to answer this question. I also hoped to find sug-
gestive data in the texture confidence values to support further probes into the influence of factors
such as texture category, feature size, and force amplitude. However, the experiment was not
designed to definitively unpack either the physical factors or the percepts that contribute to
whether the texture stimuli succeed or fail to be convincing.
The four goals of this investigation can be summarized:
1. Verify that our method of creating simulations of textured surfaces leads to objectively believ-
able textured surface simulations.
2. Analyze factors of texture category, hill width, valley width, feature size, force amplitude, sub-
ject, and run as they contribute to high or low confidence ratings of simulated textured surfaces.
3. Investigate qualitatively, through the subjects' verbal descriptions, the physical and geometric
factors that are salient in this kind of haptic simulation.
4. Understand the role of relative judgements in the description of haptic percepts by examining
verbal descriptions of a limited subset of the stimuli. A relative judgement is one in which percep-
tion or description of one texture sets an altered context for perception and description of the next
one. There may be relative judgements in confidence ratings as well.
Method
4.1 Subjects
Fifteen subjects were paid for participating. They were recruited with flyers and e-mail throughout
the MIT community. All were experimentally naive. Ages ranged from 18 to 46 with a mean of 25.
There were six male and nine female subjects, fourteen of whom reported being right-handed and
one not reported.
4.2 Apparatus
The experimental environment is the Sandpaper system described in Chapter 2. The joystick was
disguised by a black box to enhance the flat surface effect and to direct attention away from the
appearance of a stick-like probe. (Even with the joystick visible, pilot observations indicated that
subjects were thoroughly convinced that there was a simulated surface present.) A simple visual
display was presented, showing a black square on a white background; it represented the position
of the simulated surface in the workspace and was the same size as the stimuli in the haptic work-
space (approximately 3.75" square). A circular cursor tracked the subject's hand motion. There
were no visual cues for the simulated surface geometry other than the motion of the cursor
4.2.1 Physical Set-Up:
Subjects were presented with the stimuli in the setup as photographed in Figure 10:
FIGURE 10. Confidence experiment set-up
4.2.2 On the haptic neutrality of a ping pong ball
It was hard to decide which kind of handle to put on the joystick for these haptic experiences. Dur-
ing the Chapel Hill, North Carolina research phase, I experimented with substituting a ping pong
ball for the original wood handle of the joystick. I chose a ping pong ball because it was white (to
match the visual cursor), a pleasant size for most people to hold in the hand, and very light in
weight (to reduce the inherent inertia of the joystick system as much as possible).
For these experiments I wanted to avoid calling attention to the texture of the handle while sub-
jects were attending to the texture of the simulations. A ping pong ball seemed to be haptically
neutral, at least with regard to surface texture. (Eggshell was another candidate, but, intuitively, I
did not think it would be as good.) A lot of knobs and spheres made from various plastics, wood,
porcelain and glass were tried. Each had some overt, characteristic property, such as slipperiness
or waxiness that seemed wise to avoid.
The ping pong balls were prepared for rugged handling. A hole was cut in each ball. A threaded
metal socket was held in the hole and the ball was filled with polyester craft casting resin for sta-
bility. After the resin had set the ball was screwed onto the end of the joystick shaft. 1
Ping pong balls are made of paper which has been waxed (not a plastic as many people assume.)
The empirical neutrality may be a result of the fine texture, familiar material, or thermal proper-
ties. It would be worth looking further at the concept of neutrality within various haptics applica-
tions.
4.3 Stimuli
A total of 102 stimuli were created for this experiment.They included a wide variety of stimuli that
were considered "textural" in pilot work. A group of stimuli that were hypothesized to violate rea-
sonable perceptual conditions for textured surfaces were also included to provide a basic check on
the believability of these textures.
1. I first tried filling with epoxy resin, but the heat generated discolored the ping pong balls.
The grating category is a set of texture patches which simulate wavy gratings that vary in height
along only one axis. (They are analogous to the grooved grating set used by Lederman
[Lederman72, Lederman74]. 1) You may think of these textures as resembling miniature wash-
boards. These vary in spatial frequency, simulated hill width and simulated valley width, and are
displayed with varying force amplitude. This latter variable may correspond to the virtual height
of the hills.
The gratings' hills and valleys are represented as rectangle waves. These rectangle waves are
smoothed using a Gaussian filter. (A rectangle wave without smoothing would be a literal repre-
sentation of the profile of a grating. However, the smoothing filter removes high frequency arti-
facts that would occur at the transitions between hills and valleys.
Stimuli used from the grating category represent varying spatial periods, crossed (not fully) by hill
and valley width. Spatial period (overall feature size) varies from approximately 2 mm to 20 mm.
The grid category is a set of texture patches that simulate two-dimensional regular grids. They are
created from checkerboard arrays of hills and valleys, which are Gaussian-filtered for smoothness.
Stimuli used from the grid dataset represent spatial periods corresponding to those in the grating
set. This creates a cross between anisotropic (grating) and isotropic (grid) datasets. 2 Anisotropy
was salient and spontaneously commented upon by subjects in pilot observations.
1. One key difference between these simulated grating textures and the gratings used in Lederman's experiments is that
the simulated textures allow the subject to "virtually touch" all points on the gratings, whereas Lederman's gratings'
grooves were purposely too deep to allow the subject's fingertip to touch the bottoms of the grooves. Another key differ-
ence is that the absolute widths of the simulated set hills and valleys are generally larger than the feature sizes of Leder-
man's gratings. Spatial periods of Lederman's gratings ranged from .375 mm to 1.25 mm, simulated gratings' periods
ranged from 3.6mm to 36 mm, other simulated textures (Perlins) had feature sizes as small as .7mm
2. Note that the subject can move her arm latitudinally (left or right relative to the body) or radially (in and out relative to
the body). I use anisotropic for a surface that has a different pattern in the radial and latitudinal directions, isotropic for a
surface that is the same in these two directions.
The Perlin texture category is a set of patches characterized as band-limited noise. The features
are hills and valleys whose heights and widths are randomly distributed within a specified range.
These textures are created by an algorithm invented by Perlin to create effective "random visual
terrain" [Perlin 85]. These texture patches are based on a single seed-texture pattern and vary in
spatial frequency of the superimposed hill-and-valley variations. These texture patches provide a
control for the spatial regularity of the grating and checkerboard textures,
Stimuli used from the Perlin dataset represent feature sizes corresponding to the grating and grid
sets.This creates a cross between regular and random geometry.
Other (Non-Texturals): Elements I hypothesize are outside the realm of texture include a surface
with no applied lateral forces (Smooth), several with a very large period (one or two large waves,
single localized bump and valley), several with high lateral forces alternating closely leading to
active jitter (Noise), and those which vary the effective viscosity felt by the hand (Slick and
viscous). I hypothesize that the Slick surface may be considered textural by some subjects.
The maximum lateral force-amplitude was a factor varied for stimuli from all categories. To fully
cross force variation with feature size would require far too many individual stimuli. Sixteen sam-
ples were chosen from the stimuli such that all categories (gratings, grids, Perlins) were repre-
sented. Four levels of maximum lateral force-amplitude were presented for each of these sixteen
stimuli.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 graphically summarize the stimuli used. Each square represents one of
the 102 stimuli patches. Multiple patches in a cell of the figures represent the force-amplitudes
chosen for patches with given feature sizes. The printed numbers within squares note the size of
the Gaussian filter kernel used to smooth the generator data into fairly smooth hills and valleys
(see section 3.5.1).
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4.4 Procedure:
Note that subjects were asked to rate their confidence that what they felt could be described as a
textured surface rather than "a texture."
Instructions to subjects:
"We are trying to create simulations of surfaces that you can feel as part of our research in
creating 'virtual worlds' using computer simulations. You may hold this [point to ball on
end of joystick] and move your hand to feel the surface [point to white frame on screen].
This [point to cursor] will show you the position of your hand. I will give you many dif-
ferent surfaces to feel. For each one, I would like you to tell me whether it feels like a sur-
face with some sort of texture attribute that you might describe as rough, bumpy, smooth,
and so forth. Please tell me this by giving a "confidence rating". That is, tell me how sure
you are that it is a textured surface, that there is a texture on it. If you are completely sure
that it feels like some sort of textured surface, that you would describe it that way, say
'100%'. If you are completely sure that what you experience is not some sort of textured
surface, that you would not describe it as a textured surface, say '0%', For example if you
feel something but you would never describe it as a textured surface, give a rating of 0. If
you are not sure, give a rating in between that says how likely you would be to describe
what you feel as a textured surface. Please give a quick, intuitive judgement. I am asking
for a first impression. In fact, I will not give you much time with each surface. Make a
quick judgement and we'll go on to the next one. We will run through the surfaces now to
get used to doing this."
The subjects were instructed to hold the white ball (joystick handle). They were free to choose
whether to use a right- or left-hand position and grip. Note that the experimenter showed the sub-
ject a version of the flat finger grip briefly, when demonstrating how to move the ball. Common
grips included a flat finger grip, a spider grip, and more rarely a flat palmar grip.
1. There are two reasons for using the phrase "textured surface" rather than simply "texture". First, we were, in fact, inter-
ested in whether the stimuli were perceived as surfaces. Second, since we are interested in the kinds of texture that are
present on surfaces, this phrasing helps to ground the question for the subjects without offering other verbal examples of
textures which could be a source of bias.
The subjects were asked to feel each stimulus and give a confidence rating quickly, although there
was no explicit time limit. (See "instructions to subjects" below.) Data from subjects who failed to
complete two runs within 60 minutes were dropped from the analysis.
Subjects were then presented with a practice set of 36 stimuli, which included representative grat-
ings, grids, Perlins, and all non-texturals. They then rated two full sets of all stimuli prepared in
pre-randomized orders, with a five-minute break between sets.
After the confidence rating sets, each subject was asked to describe "what they feel like" for
approximately 20 stimuli. (This procedure was truncated if the total time for the session reached
60 minutes.) If the truncation happened during the confidence ratings, the subject data were dis-
carded.
The purpose of the verbal descriptions was to elicit comments about the type of texture percept
that was salient for each stimulus, for example, roughness or bumpiness. These comments were
also a window onto the perceptual nature of stimuli that are not considered textural. I wondered if
subjects would describe surfaces, materials, or other types of sensations when presented with
those stimuli.
I also hoped to compare exploratory strategies (from hand motion observations) with percepts
reported by the subjects' in their descriptions. Recall that Lederman and Klatzky report highly
stereotypical hand motions (exploratory procedures) associated with recovery of particular haptic
attributes of objects. I expected that when subjects were attending to texture while feeling a patch,
they would use the "lateral motion" exploratory procedure. When subjects perceived larger, indi-
vidually embossed bumps, then I expected the "contour following" exploratory procedure.
Some of the subjects were asked "If the textured surfaces feel like they have a location in space,
where are they?"
4.5 Results and Discussion:
Analysis of the mean confidence ratings provides insight into the believability of the simulation of
textured surfaces and the influence of geometric factors. Quantitative analysis and analysis of sub-
jects' rating scales gives us insight into similarities and differences between individuals. Qualita-
tive review of auxiliary data such as subjects' verbal descriptions of the stimuli suggests questions
about salience of haptic features, as well as descriptive strategies, themselves.
4.5.1 High Overall Confidence
The main result is that analysis of subjects' confidence ratings yields high overall confidence that
our simulations could be described as textured surfaces. 49% of the subjects' individual ratings are
80 and above, 27% of individual ratings are 100. Some of the stimuli are very highly rated; 20% of
stimuli have mean ratings above 80.
In contrast, non-texturals are low rated. The confidence raw score of non-texturals excluding the
noise textures is Mean = 26 (+ or - 14). The confidence raw score of non-texturals including noise
is Mean = 38 (+ or - 10). There is also a trend toward low mean confidence for texture stimuli that
have both very low force-amplitude and very large spatial feature size.
4.5.2 Factors contributing to Confidence
A multiple regression analysis of mean texture confidence shows whether geometric and force fac-
tors have predictive value for textured surface confidence. A regression analysis of mean confi-
dence rating was performed on four factors: hill width, valley width, feature size (hill width +
valley width), and force amplitude.
Hill width is the width of the upper part of a repeating texture element. For a grating, it is the width
of the stripe. For a grid, it is the width of the square "plateau". Valley width is the width of the
lower part of a repeating texture element. For the irregular Perlin textures, hill and valley widths
are averages of the high and low regions over the entire patch.
Feature size is the spatial period of a repeating pattern in the stimulus. For grid and grating stimuli,
the size is the sum of hill and valley width. For Perlin textures, it is the spatial period of the under-
lying noise grid. It is the same as the visually perceived feature size.
Non-textural stimuli have been assigned feature size values. Those non-textural stimuli that have
the character of surfaces (such as slick) but no apparent features are assigned a feature size of
zero. The stimuli with extremely large bumps have large feature sizes; they are outliers in the fea-
ture size distribution (2WideStripes, Bump, and Spring). 2WideStripes has a feature size of
85. Bump and spring have a feature size of 256 because they are interpreted as a single bump and
a single valley across the entire width of the stimulus patch. Noise stimuli are assigned a feature
size of zero, on the grounds that their jitter-inducing transitions between very high and low force
occur closer together than the feature sizes of any of the texture stimuli (another plausible value
would be "1").
MaxGradient (Maximum Gradient) is a variable proportional to the maximum lateral force felt by
the subject as she moves across the stimulus1 .This is named after the algorithm producing the lat-
eral forces from the texture height maps, the lateral-force gradient algorithm. The maximum force
from any stimulus is proportional to the maximum height gradient that occurs in its height array
(see section 3.5.1).
There is no significant accounting for texture confidence from hill width or valley width. MaxGra-
dient (force amplitude) shows a small increasing trend with respect to texture confidence. Feature
1. This is one of several candidate definitions for the force amplitude felt by the user when moving over a stimulus. It
would be interesting to analyze the relationship of Maximum Gradient to some of the other candidates, in particular to the
average lateral force felt if moving across a straight line in the middle of the stimulus patch.
size appears to account for a small inverse trend in texture confidence ratings. However, when the
non-textural stimuli, some of which have extremely large feature sizes, are removed from the anal-
ysis, only force amplitude remains as a significant factor. MaxGradient (force amplitude) shows a
small increasing trend with respect to texture confidence with a t-ratio of 4.03 and R-squared of
23%.
Figure 13 through Figure 15 show scatterplots of mean texture confidences against MaxGradient
(force amplitude). Figure 13 shows grating textures, Figure 14 shows Perlin textures, and Figure
15 shows non-texturals. The most striking effect is that very low force amplitude, particularly in
combination with large feature size, is associated with low confidence.
In order to further understand the regions of influence of force amplitude, we divide the dataset
into high-confidence and low-confidence producing stimuli. We define high-confidence as those
stimuli with mean confidence scores greater or equal to the mean of all confidence scores (65);
low-confidence stimuli as those with mean confidence scores lower than that. High-confidence
stimuli are marked in black and low-confidence stimuli in grey.
FIGURE 13. Mean confidence for gratings vs. maximum force amplitude
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FIGURE 14. Mean confidence for Perlins vs. maximum force amplitude
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FIGURE 15. Mean confidence for non-texturals vs. maximum force amplitude
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Low maximum force amplitude (which is analogous to a texture feeling shallow), in combination
with large feature size, is associated with low texture confidence for all types of stimuli.
Within the high-confidence set there is very little effect of force amplitude on confidence ratings.
Examining low-confidence textures in the grating and Perlin sets, for a given maximum force,
there is a strong correlation between feature size and confidence rating. The low-confidence stim-
uli predominantly have feature sizes larger than 20.
One interpretation of the relationship of confidence rating and feature size for low-confidence
stimuli is as an artifact of the definition we have adopted for force amplitude. We define force
amplitude as the maximum force amplitude that the subject's hand can encounter when moving
over the stimulus. For very large feature sizes, this maximum amplitude may be encountered only
in steep parts of the "slopes" between hills and valleys. If one assumes a constant speed of the
hand across a stimulus, the time spent feeling the maximum force amplitude for feature size 30
would be about one third that felt across a stimulus of feature size 10. Similarly, the number of
times that the greatest force transition would occur would also be one third. In this case, the sensi-
tivity to force may be better modeled by the average force felt by the subject, or the density of
force transitions, or another model. Investigation of these possibilities would be most fruitful
when the hand trajectories are recorded so that the time variation of force on the users' hand is
known.
Non-texturals: Table 4 shows the confidence values for the non-textural stimuli (except noise
stimuli, which are treated separately.
TABLE 4. Non-textural stimuli confidences
Stimulus Mean Confidence (%) +/- lSD
Slick 11 18
Spring(Valley) 13 19
Nothing 19 30
Bump 22 28
Viscous 23 23
2StripesWeak 43 36
2StripesStrong 52 37
Noise Stimuli: Among the non-texturals, the noise textures have middling confidence values of 70
(+/- 32), 65 (+/- 38), and 59 (+/- 39). respectively for Noise20, Noise35, and Noise50. These
mean confidences are higher than for the other non-texturals. The noise stimuli are not easily ame-
nable to a definition of feature size, although the underlying seed may be considered to have a fea-
ture size of 1. Other stimuli in the same confidence range include weak force, large feature size
stimuli such as Perl in30 les s, and Perl in5 0. Although subjects called attention to the striking,
qualitative jitter of the Noise stimuli, in verbal descriptions it appears that they are interpreted as
textured surfaces with more confidence than we would expect. Some of the subjects mentioned
texture under something jittery or moving "ball bearings" of identifiable size.
Effect of Run: the mean within-subject inter-run correlation' for raw confidence scores is 0.63
(which corresponds to 39% of inter-run variation accounted for by run). Thus we observe that
although there is a substantial run-to-run agreement in subjects' confidence values, there is also
1. Pearson Product Moment
enough variability to reinforce our impression that texture confidence has inherently high variabil-
ity in a context-free haptic simulation presentation.
4.5.3 Intersubject Rating Patterns
It is illuminating to consider ways to compare subjects, in order to understand regularities and dif-
ferences. Figure 16 consists of histograms of the raw confidence ratings given by each subject.
(Recall that there are 102 stimuli in each of two runs, so the total number of counts for each histo-
gram is 204). I have arranged them according to my intuitive visual matching for similar shape.
Looking at the subjects individually, we can classify two clusters of histogram patterns, and three
more individualistic patterns.
In the leftmost column of Figure 16, S 136, S 139, S 140, and S135 form a cluster of "bimodal-
clipped" responders of which S140 may be seen as a prototype. This cluster is characterized by
high mean confidence, a large number of responses at the 100% confidence level, a cluster of
responses at the 0% level, and very few intermediate values.
S167, S134, S165, S132, S164, S131, S166, and S138 form a cluster of "intermediate value
users."
In the rightmost column of Figure 16, S133, S137, and S162 may be characterized informally as
"skeptical" in their use of confidence ratings. They have low overall raw means and, in the case of
S137 and S133, have distributions skewed toward low ratings in contrast to the other subjects.
S162's distribution is approximately normal around a raw confidence level of 50%.
Interestingly, the verbal descriptions of stimuli from S137 and S133 do not show significant differ-
ences in their descriptive language or use of metaphors compared to those of other subjects.
In the sections 4.5.1 through 4.5.3 above, we show that indeed, texture confidence is high for
many of the simulated textures we created, verifying that we have created objectively believable
simulations.
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4.5.4 Texture Descriptions
Each subject described 24 to 35 stimuli. The first 24 of these were the same for all subjects. A few
subjects had time to describe additional stimuli. After 20 stimuli, the set was repeated starting at
stimulus #3 (perlin5) in order to obtain a second description by each subject of several of the stim-
uli. To get a flavor of some of the descriptive language, Table 5 contains a transcript of subjects'
descriptions of three of the stimuli.
Table 5 contains the first three stimuli that all subjects were asked to describe in words. They were
told "briefly tell me about how this feels, in words" or "give a short description in words of how
this feels to you." The notation P: means that the experimenter, after hearing a description,
prompted the subject to make a comment about feature size by saying "can you tell me about the
size of the [bumps or ridges or...]?" or "what can you say about the size of [...]?"When a subject
mentions size it could be a result of bias from a prompt earlier in the session.
TABLE 5.
Subject Stimulus: Stimulus: Stimulus:
# grating, feature size 40, force grating, feature size 10, force perlin, feature size 5
level "most" level "more"
(B20W20_4Fmost) (barsB5W5_lFmore)
S135 Changing gears on a lawn- surface, hi grooves one way uniformly grainy
mower lo the other
S134 sawtooth heavy grade sandpaper fine grit sandpaper
S133 bumpy like ice cubes that have water almost smooth, bumps so
then freeze; grainy plastic small you hardly notice
S132 column of ridges columns of very narrowly randomly places little
spaced ridges lined(?) bumps
S131 deep undulation, 1/4" in ridgy very small ridges goosebumpy
between
S136 corrugated material fine corrugation bumps, P: 1/ very fine gravel feel both ver-
8"? tical and horizontal
S137 jerky medium surface vague; low surface
S138 asphalt, very rough, slightly medium rough fairly smooth like an eggshell
rough
S139 vertically corrugated surface vertically corrugated much cross hatching on a machine
P: wide wale finer: P: ribbing like on old tool
garden hose
S140 slightly bumpy more uniformly bumpy P: more sandy
pebbles, no smaller, not sand
S162 bumpy rough and slick fine bumps
S164 jagged jagged bumpy
Subject Stimulus: Stimulus: Stimulus:
# grating, feature size 40, force grating, feature size 10, force perlin, feature size 5
level "most" level "more"
(B20W20_4Fmost) (barsB5W5_lFmore)
S165 craters grating - really small holes rough surface - sand paper
not big holes
S166 rough harsh somewhat smooth
S167 not smooth, very jagged, very much finer grain; steel ball scratching over steel cloth
heavy on wheels going over with high moment stays and
peak and falling off then slides
Descriptive terminology: The descriptive terminology in the table was volunteered by the sub-
jects, except for influence from experimenter prompts about size. As you can see, descriptive ter-
minology comes in several styles. Some of the descriptions are in terms of texture concepts or
analogies to the real world that I predicted: sandpaper, grating, graininess, bumpiness. Gratings
were often described as corrugated or ridged. There are some descriptions in terms of physical
objects such as pebbles and ice cubes, or mechanical systems such as a gearshift. The variety of
responses is striking. It is not surprising though, that without either a visual or a purposive context,
there are many ways to interpret and to describe a region of haptic sensation.
Verbal descriptions parallel all levels of the material/perceptual representation framework, with
descriptions of physical and perceptual parameters, and comparisons to particular real objects.
Relative Descriptions: The design of the quantitative part of this experiment gives us no access to
the question of whether confidence ratings are absolute or relative. Interestingly, we can see sub-
stantial evidence of relative descriptions when subjects are asked to give short verbal descriptions
of the stimuli. From a total of 428 verbal descriptions of stimuli, 51 (12%) of the descriptions used
relative language such as "same as", "more", "less", "in between --- and ---", and -er words in ref-
erence to the most recent or the two most recent stimuli. (Also one description mentioned the
"first" stimulus and one mentioned a stimulus farther away in the presented order.) Perhaps one
stimulus primes a perception or description of a subsequent stimulus. More suggestive in the
description data are runs of one type of description, for example "bumps; big bumps; small
bumps" followed by a shift in descriptive terminology. In particular, there are instances of runs of
descriptive terminology that do not recur when the same stimuli are presented much later. This
suggests that the use of a particular descriptive terminology or perhaps underlying concept may
bias the subject to describe haptic stimuli in the same terms as long as it can be kept appropriate.
However, the same stimuli presented in another context or later may not evoke use of that particu-
lar terminology. It should be noted that this run-then-shift-of-terminology occurs in the descriptive
data from this experiment; it is not possible to usefully correlate it with quantitative confidences or
other perceptual data. Also, this evidence does not yet allow us to discuss whether perception of
haptic aspects of the stimuli is altered by relative order of presentation, only description. This very
rich area should be explored further in case studies and other experimental designs.
4.5.5 Hand movements
Hand motions were recorded on videotapes but have not been analyzed at this time. According to
informal records, motions were predominantly quick lateral or circular motions (i.e. the Lateral-
Motion exploratory procedure). An important question to be asked in video analysis is whether
subjects are seen to use contour following or other identifiable strategies. Some of the verbal
descriptions are of surface textures, while others are of feature shapes and spacing; the hand
motions should be analyzed to see whether the former are more closely associated with lateral
motion and the latter with contour following.
Conclusions:
1. 20% of stimuli have mean confidence ratings over 80%. A large number of stimuli (simulated
textures) resulted in very high confidence ratings from subjects. Furthermore, a very high fraction
of individual subject ratings were at 100%.
Specifically, grids and gratings are all fairly highly rated, except for some low-force stimuli. Perlin
textures with high forces and small periods are highly rated.
2. Stimuli hypothesized to be non-textural have very low confidence ratings, with the exception of
the noise stimuli. Of the non-texturals, only the noise stimuli is rated near the mean of all stimuli.
Of the rest, 2StripesStrong and 2stripesweak have the highest ratings; they are arguably
closer to being textures by virtue of having surface undulation, albeit very large in size.
For grid and grating stimuli, confidence levels are low if the maximum force amplitude is less than
30 units (about 56 g (2 oz.)) and the spatial period is greater than 25 (about 9.25 mm). For Perlin
stimuli, ratings are low for a much larger range of maximum force amplitude and for smaller fea-
ture sizes (down to 15 units (5.5 mm)). However, other models of the forces actually felt by the
user (such as those discussed in section 4.5.2) may better represent the relationship between Per-
lins and the regular textures, and reduce this apparent contrast.
Within low-confidence stimuli, there is a trend toward increasing texture confidence with decreas-
ing feature size.
We conclude that force amplitude and possibly feature size are salient haptic features for confi-
dence.
We can examine this idea in subsequent experiments with stimuli in the high-confidence region,
using better tuned probes than the general, yet somewhat opaque, "confidence rating".
When compared with real-world textures, the spatial periods of the stimuli in this study start at the
upper range of "textural" sizes (for example, it is controversial as to whether people are comfort-
able with the notion of a rough texture if it is composed of features larger than 2.5 mm). Some of
the feature sizes in this experiment are considerably larger. Thus we have extended the definition
of texture (within a simulation environment) to features larger than in the real world. In subse-
quent experiments we also explore smaller feature sizes comparable to those of real-world tex-
tures.
3. The descriptive language from subjects is rich with spatial descriptions, surface texture descrip-
tions, feature descriptions, size description and real-world metaphors. These occur at all levels of
the material/perceptual representation framework (physically-based descriptions, perceptually-
based descriptions, and representative-based descriptions.)
In the next two chapters, I report on an investigation of roughness, a haptic percept of textures. I
used simulated grating textures that are closely related to those in this chapter, and whose sizes
and force amplitudes overlap the region of high-confidence gratings from this chapter.
5 Quantitative Roughness
5.1 Scaling of roughness using magnitude estimation
This experiment investigates the factors that contribute to perceived roughness of simulated grat-
ing textures. The roughness aspect of texture is studied here because
- roughness is a useful descriptive term for textured surfaces (as seen in Chapter 4, also in e.g. machine
shop specifications [GEScale],)
- roughness is the most well-studied aspect of real textured surfaces.
Originally, this experiment was designed to parallel those performed by Lederman [Lederman72]
in which psychophysical factors for roughness perception were identified. Those experiments
investigated perceived roughness of machined metal gratings. Factors affecting perception of
roughness were identified as downward finger force and a spatial parameter, valley width (width
of low portion of grating).
I hypothesize that perception of roughness in an environment of simulated grating surfaces is also
dependent on dynamic and spatial factors, in this case force amplitude and spatial period. The
rationale for this comes from analogies between the model in Chapter 2 for textures felt with the
joystick and the perception of roughness of real textures.
In Chapter 2, the act of touching a textured surface with a joystick is modeled as touching a corru-
gated surface with a stylus held in the hand. In that model, the real-world downward force of grav-
ity creates lateral forces felt by the user. If the user were to push down on the stylus, the lateral
force components felt at the hand would increase. This would be analogous to differing amounts
of finger force used in naturalistic haptic exploration. In [Lederman72], increasing downward fin-
ger force was found to increase perceived roughness. Thus I hypothesize that force amplitude is a
factor in perceived roughness of simulated textures.
The stylus model involves one point of contact between the textured surface and the hand's probe,
that is, the tip of the stylus. In the real world, a person uses the fingertip as a complex, direct probe
onto a surface. Spatial information must be processed quite differently in these two situations. I
hypothesized that information about the temporal periodicity of the texture features, available to
the hand touching the joystick, might be an important cue for recovering spatial information about
texture features, and thus that spatial period of a grating would be a factor in roughness perception.
(Compare real world textures, where valley width, not spatial period, of a regular grating is a fac-
tor in roughness perception.) In addition, pilot studies in which subjects ordered a small set of sim-
ulated gratings by roughness showed a trend toward associating perceived roughness with
increasing spatial period. (In retrospect, the importance of force amplitude was not as well under-
stood and may not have been well controlled in those studies.)
5.1.1 Summary of Results
Over the range of stimuli chosen for this experiment, roughness was found to be a scalable per-
cept. Quantitative perceived roughness is accounted for almost completely by force-amplitude
variation of the stimuli. There was no significant variation in perceived roughness due to spatial
period.
It is noteworthy that subjects maintained such a robust perceptual scale of roughness, that was
apparently dependent only upon force amplitude. This result is puzzling. One reason is related to
the qualitative-roughness classes seen in Chapter 6: that there are classes of simulated gratings that
appear to be characterized by a combination of force-amplitude and spatial-period factors. Anec-
dotal comments of the subjects in the current experiment reinforce the notion that there are "differ-
ent kinds of roughness" at different size scales, that there are qualitatively different classes of
textures among the stimuli, and that subjects do indeed take note of geometric features.
5.2 Method
This experiment used a magnitude-estimation paradigm to elucidate perceived roughness of grat-
ing textures. A within-subject design was used, with factors of spatial period, force amplitude, and
repetitions. The spatial-period and force-amplitude factors were not completely crossed.
5.2.1 Subjects
Fifteen subjects were paid with ice cream certificates for participating. They were recruited with
flyers and e-mail through the MIT community. All were experimentally naive. Ages ranged from
18 to 53 with mean 33 years. There were 7 male and 8 female subjects, 12 of whom reported being
right-handed and 3 left-handed.
5.2.2 Stimuli
The 30 texture stimuli sample 28 force amplitudes and 9 spatial periods. The spatial periods (0.7
mm to 10.0 mm) span those used in the Texture Confidence experiment (Chapter 4). The upper
range of these sizes is known to generate high texture confidence; in that experiment, mean confi-
dence rating of stimuli with period 7.4 mm was 71%. They also include spatial periods smaller
than those used in the Texture Confidence experiment. This became possible because of technical
improvements in the joystick system subsequent to the Texture Confidence experiment. Evidence
from the literature [Lederman72] and casual testing indicate that these smaller featured surfaces
should be good candidates for having perceivable roughness, and, in fact, are closer to the realm of
real-world perceived roughnesses.
The amplitude levels chosen for this experiment result from an observation, in pilot studies, that
subjects put several values of absolute force amplitude together into equivalence classes that we
called force-levels. However, forces are reported for the current experiment in terms of absolute
force-amplitude (28 values) rather than the original "force-levels". It remains as puzzling why the
pilot studies, in which volunteers adjusted forces until a set of stimuli with differing spatial peri-
ods felt "the same" (in intensity, magnitude, or force), yielded certain equivalence classes of force
amplitudes, while results of the current experiment reveal subjects' striking sensitivity to differ-
ences in force amplitude when attending to roughness estimation.
Figure 17 shows a visual representation of a horizontal slice of the seed grating stimulus. It is a
wave represented by a height map array of width 256; first a square wave with period 256 is cre-
ated and, then, the square wave is smoothed with a Gaussian filter of kernel size 24. This creates a
smooth wave. The stimuli in the experiment consist of this seed repeated and sampled so that it
creates waves of the desired spatial periods from 0.7 mm to 10.0 mm.
Table 6 shows the force amplitudes and spatial periods of the stimuli.
FIGURE 17. Grating texture seed for roughness estimation, black is hill, white is valley
spatial Command spatial amplitude Command physical
period amplitude amplitude physical period (program amplitude force(program (oystick force units) (joystick g (oz.)(mm) units) units) g (oz.) (mm) units)
7 17 68 33(1.2) 25 con't 85 340 167(6.0)
41 164 81(2.9) 97 388 191 (6.8)
9 9 36 18(0.6) 159 636 313(11.2)
16 64 32(1.1) 37 36 144 71(2.5)
21 84 41(1.5) 90 360 177(6.3)
42 168 83 (3.0) 50 42 168 83 (3.0)
52 208 102 (3.7) 105 420 207 (7.4)
172 688 339(12.1) 75 44 176 87(3.1)
12 20 80 39(1.4) 109 436 214(7.7)
50 200 99(3.5) 100 21 84 41(1.9)
18 26 104 51(1.8) 51 204 101 (3.6)
71 284 140(5.0) 64 256 126(4.5)
25 14 56 271.0) 120 480 236(8.4)
24 96 47(1.7) 137 548 270 (9.6)
35 140 69(2.5) 194 776 382(13.6)
5.2.3 Procedure
The subjects were presented with these written instructions:
TABLE 6.
What To Do
We are trying to create simulations of textured surfaces that you can feel as part of our research in
creating "virtual worlds" using computer simulations.
You will be given some surfaces to feel. You may move your hand to feel the each [sic] surface. I will
give you many different surfaces to feel, and you will rate them according to their roughness.
First you will get the chance to feel many of the textured surfaces so you can get an idea of the feel
of least rough and most rough surfaces. The study director will tell you each time a new surface is
ready for you to feel.
Then The [sic] study director will ask you to rate each surface's roughness. Pick a number that best
matches the roughness of the surface you feel, using smaller numbers for less roughness and larger
numbers for more roughness. You may use whole numbers, decimals or fractions. You cannot use
zero or negative numbers. The study director will tell you each time a surface is ready. Say your rat-
ing out loud.
The study director will give you a chance to practice giving your numbers that best match the
roughness of the surfaces.
Please give a quick, intuitive judgement. We are interested in your first impression of the roughness
of each surface. In fact, we will not give you much time with each surface. Make a quick judgement
for each surface and we'll go on to the next one.
Subjects read the instructions, were seated at the apparatus, and shown the joystick handle. After
they completed a practice run they were able to ask questions. They then completed three more
runs. Stimuli were presented in random order.
Subjects sat in front of the joystick and monitor screen, as in the Texture Confidence experiment,
the joystick was attached to a black disk to hide the apparatus. In both the visual and haptic work-
spaces, stimuli were squares with sides of about 9.5 cm (3.75 in.). The experimenter sat on the left
side of the setup while tabulating the verbal ratings and triggering the presentation of the stimuli.
This setup is similar to that of the Texture Confidence experiment, although it took place in
another cubicle of the same laboratory.
Subjects moved their hands freely within the joystick workspace to feel each texture stimulus.
5.3 Results
Roughness estimates were averaged over all runs and subjects for each stimulus. Roughness esti-
mates were examined against spatial period and force amplitude (Figure 18). Over the wide range
of spatial periods of these stimuli, roughness appears to be a percept closely related to the physical
factor of force amplitude felt by the user. This appears to be a scalable percept over the range
tested.
5.3.1 Roughness Estimate and Maximum Force Amplitude
Regression analysis indicates that force amplitude accounts for over 96% of the variation in
roughness estimates.
FIGURE 18. Magnitude estimates vs. force amplitude
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FIGURE 19. Regression of roughness on force amplitude
Dependent variable is:
No Selector
R squared = 96.6%
s = 0.0519 with 30
Source
Regression
Residual
Variable
Constant
log amp
mean rough
R squared (adjusted) = 96.4%
- 2 = 28 degrees of freedom
Sum of Squares df
2.12719 1
0.075531 28
Coefficient s.e. of Coeff
-0.513365 0.0465
0.759593 0.0270
Mean Square
2.12719
0.002698
t-ratio
-11.0
28.1
F-ratio
789
prob
0.0001
0.0001
Thus, we can obtain a predictor equation:
logR = 0.76logF-0.51 (EQ 1)
R is perceived roughness, F is maximum lateral-force amplitude for a texture patch. This says that
for a doubling of force, there is a 1.3-fold increase in perceived roughness.
We can compare with real-world roughness estimates. The slope of the psychophysical function
for dependence of roughness estimates on downward fingertip force (real metal gratings, fingertip
forces 1 to 25 oz., grating periods from 0.4 to 1.25 mm), reconstructed from data in Lederman's
early experiments [Lederman72] is 0.25.
5.3.2 Roughness Estimate and Spatial Period
The relationship between roughness estimate and spatial period is not significant, when force
amplitude is taken into account. Figure 20 is a multiple regression on two predictor variables, log
amplitude and log period. The relationship between period and roughness estimate is not signifi-
cant.
FIGURE 20. Multiple regression of roughness estimate on amplitude (amp) and period (per)
Dependent variable is: mean rough
No Selector
R squared = -% R squared (adjusted) = e%
s = 0.1180 with 30 - 2 = 28 degrees of freedom
Sum of Squares
19.4153
0.390085
Coefficient
0.514422
-0.056435
s.e. of Coeff
0.0489
0.0568
Mean Square
9.70766
0.013932
t-ratio
10.5
-0.993
5.3.3 Individual Subjects
Individual subject data are summarized through roughness estimate vs. log absolute force ampli-
tude plots in Figure 21. The roughness estimates plotted in each panel are means for each stimulus
over four runs for each subject.
These data are highly consistent qualitatively. That is, all subjects show a roughness percept that
can be accounted for by a linear model dependent only on force amplitude. Furthermore, 14 of the
15 subjects' psychophysical function coefficients for roughness are highly consistent (the excep-
tion is S54 with a steeper slope)
Source
Regression
Residual
Variable
log amp
log per
F-ratio
697
prob
0.0001
0.3293
FIGURE 21. Subjects' mean roughness vs. absolute amplitude (mean of 4 runs)
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5.3.4 Hand Motion
Subjects used back-and-forth, circular, and erratic hand-motion strategies. These observations
were made near the beginning of the session. Slow motions may be indicative of a contour-follow-
ing or feature-finding strategy Table 7 lists the recorded motion strategies, and also any unusual
grips used by subjects as they held the joystick handle.
TABLE 7.
S# motion description S# motion description
S48 lateral S57 circular; changed to slower lateral
S49 circular S58 circular and lateral
S50 lateral S59 lateral pinch gripa, changed to flat hand
S51 lateral S60 lateral slow tight grip
S53 lateral S61 circular and erratic motion
S54 lateral light touch fairly slow S62 more lateral, some circular erratic
S55 somewhat circular S63 lateral slowly
S56 lateral pinch grip
a. pinch grip: the subject held the joystick handle ball
thumb, with the palm held high above the ball.
between the tips of the index finger and
5.3.5 Subjects' Verbal Descriptions of Roughness Criteria and Localization of Textured
Surface
Some of the subjects volunteered comments on their perceptions of the stimuli or on introspective
issues in creating a roughness scale. After all runs were completed, I asked some of the subjects
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the following questions: "Did you feel surfaces?" "What can you say about where they were
located?" and "Can you tell me about what was easy and what was difficult about this task?"
These questions had several goals. First, verbal comments provided an additional check that sub-
jects were convinced that they were feeling textured surfaces. Second, I was interested in gather-
ing data on the effectiveness of the simulation and physical setup at localizing the surfaces near
the hand. Third, problematic issues in scaling roughness over such a wide range of feature sizes
could be explored through the comments on the task. Fourth, verbal data about haptic perceptions
evoked by the texture simulations are rich and interesting; they uncover perceptual and affective
phenomena and help in planning further exploration of haptic perceptual space.
Several subjects said, either voluntarily or in response to a question, that it seemed difficult to cre-
ate a uniform rating scale, because there were different kinds of roughness involved. Several of the
responses specifically discussed the notion that they separated resistance judgements from spatial
judgements; furthermore, some of the subjects discussed what is apparently feature height and
interfeature spacing. One even drew a diagram showing a wavy cross-section, with height and spa-
tial period highlighted.
Here are some examples: (V: indicates a voluntary comment usually early in the session, P: indi-
cates response to the experimenter questions at the end of the session). These are transcripts of
written notations during the session, and may have missing words.
S48: V: what do I mean by rough? Frequency, magnitude; few, far; two parameters
<at end of run 3>: now 3 parameters
- pure resistance (mechanical resistance in wand)
- spacing of bumps
- magnitude depth of bumps
S57 P: didn't feel like surfaces using a stick over the surface. location quite near hand.
stick with small ball on end 40-50 cm. difficult to assign roughness. 2 factors [S drew pic-
ture showing waves with wave height and wave period marked!]
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S58 V: It's tricky P: Everything is relative. hard to pull -but not rougher underneath or
really rough, tried to compensate for that, higher rating than if silky, but not as high as if
really rough.
S59P: different types 1: corduroy 2: rougher- pebblier
didn't know whether to use depth/crest or overall amount of shakiness
using depth more - rougher rating
rather than breaking up between lines
2 different types: twill and deep wale corduroy, asphalt
S62P: surfaces believable. on the ground, riding a bike -hitting big pebbles or big rocks, or
ice skating, full body experience
[I used a] 1-10 scale, higher numbers 8,9 easy, 5 easy, 1 easy,
2, 3, 4 distinction was really complicated: ease of flow; I was making figure-eight, deter-
mined whether 4 or 2
5, 8, 9 was size of bumps few big ones how far down did you fall or a lot of ones
These comments underscore that spatial information, as well as force amplitude (described as
resistance by some subjects), is recovered at some perceptual level and is important cognitively to
the subjects. It may be that a multidimensional approach (in contrast to a roughness classification
and scaling paradigms) to classifying even this simple set of texture stimuli would be more reveal-
ing.
In a context of haptic perception of some common surfaces, Hollins, et al. [Hollins93] note that
subjects' descriptive ratings for the roughness-smoothness dimension is closely correlated with
their descriptive ratings for flatness-bumpiness. This may explain in part the difficulties in verbal
communication about highly salient qualitative factors about this set of grating textures. Subjects
use terminology about bumps, bumpiness, roughness, and smoothness, which must also be
unpacked in order to understand whether they are alluding to complex notions about surfaces, for
example, distinguishing "underlying bumps" from superimposed "rough texture."
Descriptions of localization were recorded from 10 of the subjects; 2 subjects said surfaces were
always right under their hand or the ball, 5 subjects mentioned mediation through a tool or stick, 1
localized the surfaces to the ground and 2 did not localize
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Dominance of Force Amplitude in this Context
Maximum lateral-force amplitude seems to provide a satisfactory model for roughness estimates
in this situation despite the wide range of spatial periods of these stimuli (some larger than are
considered "textural" by subjects in experiments with real world textures) and the apparent
salience of qualitative distinctions among the stimuli.
Arguments about the usefulness of this result for haptic interfaces to computational environments:
- This relationship between force amplitude and roughness can be useful in haptic simulations. This infor-
mation could be used to dial in a set of textures of differing roughness. For example, a grating texture
with a particular period and different forces could be used to create a set of predictably different textures.
This might not be equivalent to the casual descriptor "roughness" in many situations, but it could be a
good technique for making distinguishable textures for a user-interface application.
- This simple relationship is disappointing because the textured surfaces created solely with force-ampli-
tude variation do not have roughness characteristics that mimic real world textures, and thus cannot pro-
vide a direct building block for a kit to simulate real materials. Perhaps these stimuli are too diverse
qualitatively (see Chapter 4) to allow realistic roughness cues to prevail (even if those cues are ordinarily
different for small and large feature sizes). The power of the magnitude-estimation paradigm is that sub-
jects can find a property to which they are perceptually sensitive. To make rough surface simulations in a
wide variety of contexts requires further investigation.
5.4.2 Human hand sensitivity to force
In these experiments, force is delivered to the whole hand through the grip on the joystick ball
handle. It is useful to relate the sensitivity observed here to other results on hand and finger sensi-
tivity to force.
It is difficult to find experimental data for the hand as a whole. JND for sensitivity to grip force on
the fingers has been reported at .5N (1.8 oz.) [Shimoga93a] and at 10-15% of reference force for
forces from 2.5 to 10 N [Tan92] (10% at 2.5 N (9 oz.) is .25 N (0.9 oz.). In contrast, Schmult saw
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a greater sensitivity to force on the hand while holding a small, vibrating force-feedback joystick
(maximum force output approximately 2.5 oz.); showing 7 bits of sensitivity in this range, imply-
ing a JND of at most .02 oz. [Schmult91].
In the work in Chapters 4 and 5, force amplitudes output by the joystick range from .7 oz. to 13.6
oz. The smallest force difference between maximum forces for any two stimuli is .07 oz. Within
each stimulus, there are 5 levels of force separated by approximately 20%. For the weakest stim-
uli, this is about .14 oz.; for the strongest about 2.7 oz. These fall within the range of the discrimi-
nation data above. This is a good plausibility check on the result in this chapter, that subjects'
discriminate and scale roughness at the force amplitudes presented in this experiment.
5.4.3 Comparison with tactile roughness factors
One question is whether modeling textured surfaces in this way gives us access to a range of per-
ceptual surfaces that is a subset of, or equivalent to surfaces perceived in ordinary real-world situ-
ations by haptic processes. The dissimilarities between the sensing modes for these stimuli and for
real-world textures perceived with the fingertips suggest that the cognitive process of texture per-
ception is flexible enough to provide a meaningful percept of roughness in an alternative sensing
environment.
The robust relationship between force amplitude and perceived roughness extends from spatial
periods of .7 mm to 1 cm. In contrast, subjects are uncomfortable rating real-world gratings as
"rough" above 3.5 mm [Lederman, personal communication]. We have seen in Chapter 4 that sub-
jects' qualitative impressions of the nature of the surfaces may also involve this size boundary.
Subjects' comments in this experiment also point to "different kinds of roughness" and other diffi-
culties in assimilating all the stimuli to a single perceptual dimension of roughness. Nevertheless,
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in the context of roughness rating, roughness coding as force amplitude is robust over a size range
of textures that extends beyond the real-world range.
5.5 Conclusions
From the results of this experiment, a psychophysical function from force amplitude to perceived
roughness is obtained for regular grating textures. This may make it possible for computer simula-
tions to "dial in" rough materials according to a specification. However, the qualitative distinctions
that subjects note between textures of varying feature sizes may become more prominent in an
application context, wherein textures are supposed to resemble particular real materials more
closely.
The next chapter discusses an experiment designed to further explore the salience of both force-
amplitude and spatial-period factors in the perception of roughness for simulated textures. Sub-
jects in the experiment in this chapter, and also in the next chapter, eagerly discuss qualitative dis-
tinctions between textures. The discussions underscore the multidimensional nature of texture, of
which roughness is only one dimension. It is important to unpack the nature of the other dimen-
sions or qualities of texture in order to create useful simulations.
5.6 Comparative data for Earplugs and No Earplugs
5.6.1 Sound Cues
Four of the fifteen experimental subjects wore earplugs (M.A.X. brand) in order to obtain data on
whether acoustic cues affect the results of this experiment. Note that even with earplugs, some
audio cueing was probably still available through bone conduction, since the subject was gripping
the mechanical joystick. The proportion of audio signal available through bone conduction is
unknown at this time.
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The slope of a regression of roughness estimates against force amplitude is steeper for the earplug
cohort (1.2) than the no-earplug cohort (.6); subject S54 in the earplug set has a particularly steep
slope (2.1). The slopes of the earplug cohort's psychophysical functions were compared with a
random sample from the no-earplug cohort. The comparison reveals no statistically significant dif-
ference (paired t-statistic = -1.9). Thus, the data for earplug and no-earplug subjects have been
combined in the rest of the analysis.
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6 Qualitative Roughness
6.1 Qualitative Roughness Experiment: Exploring Perceptual Salience of Force
Amplitude and Spatial Period for Roughness Similarity
This experiment was aimed at further exploring perceptually salient aspects of texture. We chose
to explore roughness for several reasons: first, it is an aspect of texture that is mentioned in casual
descriptions of texture; second, it is an explicit descriptor of texture in machine-shop practice (sur-
face finishes, sandpapers); third, it is an apparently separable percept in experimental situations;
and fourth, factors contributing to roughness perception of real world stimuli have been studied,
rendering that work available for comparison with our simulated textures.
By analogy with real-world grating textures, I hypothesized that spatial period' and force ampli-
tude are factors in roughness perception of grating textures. The experiment in the previous chap-
ter highlights force amplitude as a factor in roughness perception; the verbal comments from that
experiment are consistent with the interpretation that there is perceptual attention to spatial factors.
A similarity-sorting technique was used to explore the salient factors for haptic perception of
roughness of gratings (one-way stripe) textures. Texture stimuli were chosen with 4 force ampli-
tudes (the maximum lateral force that the subject feels while exploring the texture) and 6 spatial
periods. Subjects sorted the textures first into 2 roughness-similarity groups, then 3, and then 4.
This method was chosen because it allows subjects to freely manipulate the texture stimuli and
providing qualitative data about the salience of the factors chosen. The 2-group sort can reveal pri-
mary salience of one experimental factor (if a subject splits the stimuli into groups cleanly corre-
1. In real-world textures, groove width is a factor in roughness but overall spatial period is not. However I believed that in
the case of simulations, the haptic systems would still be sensitive to spatial factors but likely to recover overall spatial
period.
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lated with different levels of that factor). The 3- and 4- group sorts allow analysis of phenomena
such as secondary salience of another factor or refinement of grouping within one factor. I was
also particularly interested in the subjects' introspective analysis of their grouping criteria. I asked
for verbal descriptions of the groups in the 4-group sort and found that the sorting task prompted
extensive comment from subjects about the way the stimuli felt to them and about their grouping
cntena.
Data were analyzed by direct inspection of subject groupings, cluster analysis of the sorted groups
into which stimuli were placed, and comparison of groupings with prototypes.
Individual sorting strategies (groupings) were examined, along with their relationship to verbal
comments from the subjects on their sorting criteria for their 4-group sorts. The verbal comments
provide information about descriptive terms and concepts evoked by these stimuli, hints about
subjects' strategies for forming their groups (refinement, multiple perceptual sorting criteria), and
evaluation of difficulties with the task. These verbal comments and additional information about
hand-motion strategy are used as a context for discussion.
At the end of this chapter I evaluate the apparent high perceptual salience of force amplitude with
possible secondary salience of spatial period, as well as the limitations of the current experiment.
6.2 Method
6.2.1 Apparatus
The joystick setup was the same as for the Texture Confidence experiment in Chapter 3 with a few
minor differences. First, the black circle was removed from the joystick shaft to maximize the hap-
tic workspace. Second, the experiment took place in a different cubicle within the laboratory.
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6.2.2 Subjects
Fifteen subjects were paid with ice cream shop gift certificates for participating. They were
recruited with flyers and e-mail through the MIT community. All were experimentally naive. Ages
ranged from 20 to 59 with a mean of 30 years. There were 9 male and 6 female subjects, of whom
13 reported being right-handed, 1 left-handed, and 1 subject was not reported.
6.2.3 Stimuli
The stimuli for this experiment were chosen with ranges of feature size and amplitude that form a
superset of those ranges of the grating stimuli used in the Texture Confidence experiment (Chapter
3) and that bracket the ranges of the gratings stimuli in the Quantitative Roughness experiment
(Chapter 5).
I used a different, cleaner technique (Version-2 textures) for generating the grating stimuli in this
experiment and the Quantitative Roughness Experiment than in the Texture Confidence experi-
ment. The new technique generates all sizes of grating stimuli from one scalable "seed", scaled to
different sizes. These stimuli of different sizes are similar in shape, thereby eliminating some arti-
facts of size, and smaller feature sizes can be generated. A smoothing filter is applied only once to
the seed at high resolution. In general, the choice of smoothing filter affects the shape of the grat-
ings (the smoothed shape derived from the underlying square-wave cross section). In this case that
shape is the same for all stimuli, rather than being subtly different for different size gratings. This
technique is illustrated in more detail in section 3.5.2.
The 12 stimuli are described in Table 8. Spatial period and force amplitudes are listed in the table.
The gratings have equal hill and valley widths (i.e. half of the spatial period).
TABLE 8.
Stimulus force-ampli- command physical force- spatial period
Name tude level amplitude amplitude, (mm)
(arbitrary (range 0-2048) N(oz.)
units)
alp7 1 40 (0.7) .7
a3p7 3 120 (2.1) .7
a3p12 3 120 (2.1) 1.2
a3p25 3 120 (2.1) 2.5
a3p50 3 120 (2.1) 5.0
a3p100 3 120 (2.1) 10.0
alOp7 10 400 (7.0) .7
alOpl2 10 400 (7.0) 1.2
a10p25 10 400 (7.0) 2.5
alOp5O 10 400 (7.0) 5.0
alOplOO 10 400 (7.0) 10.0
al9plOO 19 760 (13.4) 10.0
6.2.4 Force amplitudes of stimuli
Force-amplitude levels are notated a1, a3, a1O, a19. This is a notation for the level of output force
corresponding to a particular maximum lateral force. The amplitudes are output by the texture
simulation software to command the joystick force. As the subject moves the joystick over a patch,
forces are applied to the hand. Command amplitudes are the numerical force output commands to
the joystick hardware module, and are tabulated in joystick output units (0-2048). In the case of
the textures used in these experiments, the forces are dependent on position only. What is the best
model for the forces that are relevant to roughness percepts? Some candidates include: maximum
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lateral (x direction) force, maximum x-y force, average force, average force accounting for true
trajectory, maximum force accounting for true trajectory, and so on. As a first model I have chosen
the maximum force encountered, excluding a thin rim around the edge of the patch. I do not
attempt to account for the actual trajectory of the hand, assuming that most subjects adopt a strat-
egy where they scan the entire central region of the patch and are exposed to the forces for approx-
imately equal times. This is equivalent to an assumption that the subjects scan with approximately
constant speed, in a back-and-forth or circular motion.
Physicalforce amplitude is the maximum output force. These forces have been computed by mul-
tiplying the command amplitudes with the appropriate values for motor torque and joystick length.
A calibration check was obtained by measuring the force output at the joystick handle at several
joystick absolute amplitude levels.
These levels were chosen so that al was barely perceptible, and a3, a5, and a19 levels were mid-
low, mid-high, and highest, respectively, relative to Chapter 5 stimuli.
6.2.5 Procedure
The experiment was designed as a roughness-similarity, group-sorting task - 2-group, 3-group,
and 4-group. Subjects were given a haptic display of twelve patches with a visual display of black,
randomly-numbered patches corresponding to the haptic display. They were asked to sort the
patches successively into two, three or four groups according to how they seem "similar in rough-
ness".
Figure 22 shows the setup for this experiment.
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FIGURE 22. Experimental setup for sorting task (qualitative roughness)
The subjects read the following instructions:
What To Do
We are trying to create simulations of surfaces that you can feel as part of our
research in creating "virtual worlds" using computer simulations.
You will see a large area in the middle of the workspace, this is the touching
space where you can feel surfaces. You can feel surfaces in your workspace, as
you will be shown by your study director.
You will also see many small squares in the workspace. These are your mini-keys
for choosing the different surfaces to feel. Each time you move into a mini-key, its
surface pops into the touching space for you to feel.
You can also use the mouse to move the mini-keys and organize them in your
workspace.
First we will ask you to get used to feeling all the surfaces and moving the mini-
keys.
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We may also ask you to sort the surfaces into groups according to their similarity
to each other in how rough they feel. For example, if we ask you to sort them into
two groups, create two groups where all the surfaces in each group feel "most
similar" to one another in roughness, and the groups are "most different" from
each other. You do not have to put the same number of surfaces in each group, use
your own sense of what surfaces feel similarly rough.
There are no right or wrong answers! Please sort the surfaces into groups accord-
ing to the similarities and differences in the way they feel rough to you!
Your study director will let you know each time the surfaces are ready for you to
sort. When you are done, let the study director know so that they can let you go
on to the next sorting group.
The touching area was a rectangular region with sides of approximately 8 cm (3 in.). The mini-
keys, representing the twelve haptic surfaces, were squares with sides of about 2.5 cm (1 in.). To
feel a surface, the subject selected a mini-key with the mouse, and felt the surface in the part of the
joystick workspace corresponding to the touching area.
This somewhat unusual user interface is the result of compensating for problems with several
other schemes that were tried in pilot tests. The basic problem is that the haptic workspace is lim-
ited. I wanted subjects to be able to randomly access any of the patches, as though they were real
patches of material laid out on a large table. However, the patches also need to be at least 2.5" in
size (preferably larger) to accommodate subjects' natural lateral and circular hand motions as they
explore simulated textured surfaces. I compromised by creating the mini-key/touching-area sys-
tem. Although this interface would seem to represent a significant cognitive load, anecdotal obser-
vation showed subjects were comfortable with manipulating the patches in this way. Note,
however, there may be extra errors in the subjects' groupings because of limitations of this inter-
face for two reasons:
-Mini-Key Selection error. Subjects may feel an unexpected simulation within the touching area because
they have swept the mouse through an unintended mini-key on the way from an intended mini-key to
another position.
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-Mode Change Load error. Subjects may avoid rechecking their groupings as completely as they would
were this a set of real materials moveable with the hands, because it is more trouble to use the mouse
mini-key mechanism and it requires switching between a more natural haptic modality (joystick ) to
another one (mouse selection).
The mini-keys were labelled with random three digit white numbers, which were automatically re-
assigned randomly before each presentation of stimuli for a group sort. The intention was to make
the mini-keys visually distinguishable using visual cues that did not resemble textures or natural
surface designs. Some subjects asked whether the numbers were meaningful or consistent, but
when told that the numbers were randomly assigned and would not stay constant between sorting
tasks, they did not appear to attend to them. Neither unsolicited nor solicited comments from the
subjects about the surfaces mentioned the numbers.
The experimenter asked for questions, allowed free practice in coordinating mouse and joystick
motion, and then instructed the subject to perform a 2-group sort. The resulting patterns of mini-
keys were saved, then the subjects were asked to sort into three and then four groups. The patches
were randomly repositioned and renumbered on the screen before each sort.
After the subject completed all the sorting tasks, the experimenter asked for a verbal description of
the four groups. These descriptions were noted by hand in a notebook. Some of the subjects also
volunteered descriptions at that time of their two- and three-group sorts.
The subjects were not restricted in sorting time. None of the subjects' times to complete the entire
procedure exceeded 45 minutes.
Figure 23 is a reconstruction of a scene from a finished four-group sort1 , which illustrates one
way in which a subject used the available workspace for four roughness-similarity groups.
1. This set up photo has ten stimuli from pilot study data rather than the full twelve, and a volunteer model for the subject.
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FIGURE 23.4-group sort
6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Summary
- Amplitude/Period: Force amplitude is the primary salient factor in roughness-similarity
judgements. Spatial period may be a secondary salient factor
- Transition near 2.5 mm: Groupings tend to separate stimuli with spatial periods above 2.5
mm (5 and 10 mm) from those below (.7 and 1.2 mm), with 2.5 mm stimuli appearing to be a
transitional case. Although this phenomenon cannot be fully interpreted here, it may represent
the region of transition between textural elements and discrete features.
- Characteristic Groupings: Two phenomena point to the complexity of interaction between
spatial and force-amplitude factors in the perception of qualitative classes of textures. First, the
lowest-amplitude, small-period stimulus tended to be grouped with larger period stimuli (also
low-amplitude) rather than those closer in period. Second, the high-amplitude, high-period
stimuli appear to group together most robustly.
These findings are based on evidence from visual interpretation of the group-sorting data (Figure
24, Figure 26, Figure 28, and Figure 30), statistical cluster analyses (Figure 25, Figure 27, Fig-
ure 29), informal coding of group data into classes by salience factor, , and verbal descriptions
from the subjects of the nature of their 4-way sort (Figure 31, Figure 32).
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6.3.2 Notes on Visual Interpretation of Individual Sorting Data and Cluster Analysis
The grouping results of this study are depicted in Figure 24, Figure 26 , Figure 28, and Figure
30. Each rectangular diagram depicts the stimuli as dots in a matrix of their force-amplitude levels
and spatial periods. Contour lines are drawn to show the group boundaries for each subject at each
sorting stage. Figure 30 shows all groupings in sequence for each subject. The other figures clus-
ter all the 2-, 3-, and 4-group sorts for comparison. In these figures I have arranged the diagrams to
visually cluster those that are similar to one another.
This is a convenient way to look at the data, but beware of visual illusions in the initial interpreta-
tion of the data. For example, group boundaries have been drawn, where possible, with horizontal
lines for consistency. Since force amplitude is on the vertical axis, and thus horizontal lines are
amplitude boundaries, this accentuates the extent to which groups appear to correlate with force
amplitude.
Cluster analysis is a way to algorithmically summarize the "closeness" with which stimuli are
grouped together. Each stimulus is first considered to be its own cluster (on the left in the figures),
then the clustering algorithm repeatedly creates new clusters by combining a previous cluster with
its nearest neighbor. In this experiment, the nearest neighbor is the stimulus that appears in the
most similarity groups in common'. In the last repetition of the algorithm, all stimuli are clustered
together in one big cluster (on the right in the figures). Although the extremes of the cluster dia-
gram (left and right) are always the same, the intermediate levels give a visual and algorithmic
sense of the "closeness" with which the stimuli are grouped. Thus, at any level of the cluster anal-
ysis, stimuli appearing in the same cluster are often grouped together in the subjects' similarity
1. The particular algorithm used for the cluster analyses in this chapter is called single-linkage clustering, in which at each
stage of clustering, if clusters A and B have been combined to form cluster C, the distance between cluster C and Di is cal-
culated as the minimum distance between Di and subclusters A and B. A new cluster is formed from C and the closest Di.
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groups. The more leftward the level at which stimuli are clustered together, the more tightly they
are linked in the subject groupings.
6.3.3 Force Amplitude and Spatial Period as Factors
6.3.3.1 Force Amplitude
Visual inspection of the grouping patterns provides a great deal of information about the nature of
subject grouping. Figure 24 shows the grouping patterns for all subjects' 2-group sorts.
A strong preponderance of groupings in the 2-group sort look like a binary split between low- and
high-amplitude stimuli. (Low-amplitude stimuli are those with Al or A3 values). Nine out of 15
subject groupings split on this boundary, with three additional groupings differing in classification
by only one stimulus. (Groupings for the remaining three subjects each differ from the amplitude-
split grouping by two, three, and four elements).
Figure 25 shows the cluster analysis for 2-group sorts. This analysis of 2-group sorts also shows
the binary split on force amplitude, evident in the assignment of all amplitude Al and A3 stimuli to
one top-level cluster and all Al 0 and Al 9 stimuli to another.
One interpretation is that force amplitude is the most perceptually salient factor for roughness per-
ception in this sorting task, leading to the primary binary grouping for most subjects.
This is further confirmed in the 3- and 4-group sorting patterns and in cluster analysis of the 3- and
4-group sorts.
Figure 26 shows the grouping patterns for all subjects' 3-group sorts. Figure 27 shows the cluster
analysis for 3-group sorts. The cluster analysis topmost grouping again reflects a split between Al,
A3 stimuli and Al 0, Al 9 stimuli; the same amplitude split apparent in the 2-group sorts. Strong
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horizontal lines in all subjects' 3-group sorts also point to perceptual salience of amplitude. The
patterns of S73, S68, S74, S72, and S69, with multiple horizontal lines, are especially suggestive
of further refinement of amplitude discrimination. The patterns of S80, and S76 are particularly
suggestive of an "anchor" grouping emanating from the high-amplitude Al 9 P10 0 Stimulus.
Figure 28 shows the grouping patterns for all subjects' 4-group sorts. Figure 29 shows the cluster
analysis for 4-group sorts. Again, a binary amplitude split is evident in the cluster analysis. The
grouping patterns of S75, S81, S72, S74, S76, S80, S71, and S73 are particularly suggestive of
amplitude discrimination refinement, perhaps in combination with anchoring around the Al 9 P10 0
stimulus.
The relative salience of force amplitude is highlighted in 2-, 3- and 4-group sorting data, shown
together for each subject in sequence in Figure 30. The consistent appearance of strong horizontal
lines, suggestive of amplitude splits, can be seen throughout.
Many of the verbal descriptions given for the 4-group sort (Figure 30) support the notion that sub-
jects are making judgements of stimuli based on force amplitude. For example, 7 subjects explic-
itly discuss "resistance" or "hard to move" as criteria; another mentions springiness.
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FIGURE 24. Pictures representing the 2-group sorts for all subjects
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FIGURE 25. Cluster analysis of 2-group sort
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FIGURE 26. Pictures representing the 3-group sorts for all subjects
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FIGURE 27. Cluster analysis of 3-group sort
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FIGURE 28. Pictures representing the 4-group sorts for all subjects
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FIGURE 29. Cluster analysis of 4-group sort
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6.3.3.2 Spatial Period
Spatial period may be a salient factor for some subjects.
In the 2-group sort (see Figure 24) there is only one subject, S73, whose groups completely corre-
late with a spatial-period distinction. Note, however, that subject S73 had an idiosyncratic explor-
atory style essentially tossing the joystick handle without maintaining hand contact at all times.
With such an exploratory strategy, it is difficult to understand how spatial information could be
discerned, (although force information from bounce-back of the joystick seems plausible). Thus,
this grouping remains puzzling. This subject's 3-group and 4-group sort appear to correlate more
strongly with force amplitude (see Figure 30). Perhaps the duration of hand contact in the strategy
changed; perhaps this strategy uncovered haptic artifacts of the stimuli that are difficult to com-
pare with those felt by someone who maintained hand contact.
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Subjects S67, S70, S77, S78 and S79 have both 3- and 4-group sorts that indicate notable correla-
tion with a spatial period split (Figure 26 and Figure 28.)
Of the subjects whose 3- and 4-group patterns support a spatial-period salience interpretation, ver-
bal descriptions are varied. Verbal descriptions from S70 support spatial-period-based judgements.
Subject 70 also had the following suggestive comment: "At first [I did the sort] on size of bumps;
[I] couldn't do four [groups], then noticed spacing." The descriptions from S67 are difficult to
interpret. S77's description points to both an amplitude continuum and a sense that the high-ampli-
tude large-period group fits a different pattern. S79 describes a continuum of affective judgements
and mentions roughness ,bumpiness, and smoothness. The descriptions from S78 lay out a matrix
defined by smaller-bigger and sharp-round; the small-big division splits the stimuli across a force-
amplitude boundary and the sharp-round division splits the stimuli across spatial period, with the
exception of the "smaller, round" group which includes AlP7, A3P50 and A3P100.
S67 is the only subject who classified all low-period stimuli, including AlP7, in the same 3-group.
However, in S67's 4-group sort, A1P7 is classified with higher period stimuli,
Two overall patterns are noticeable in 4-group sorts. One pattern can be interpreted as continued
refinement of amplitude-based sorting (e.g. S76, S71). The other is a characteristic pattern of four
quadrants with amplitude split between A3 and Al 0 levels, and a spatial split centered around P25
(2.5 mm). This may reflect emergence of spatial period as a salient grouping criterion. Of the four
clearest quadrant examples (S78, S69, S70, and S77 in Figure 32), two sets of comments are sug-
gestive of a matrix of two factors. However, S69 and S77 have more of a continuum characteriza-
tion of levels in their verbal descriptions.
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6.3.4 Quantitative coding procedure for analysis of grouping patterns.
I developed an additional analysis tool for coding the similarity groups in the sorting experiment:
a distance-metric algorithm computes the distance of a subjects' grouping pattern from a proto-
type; the distance is the number of stimuli that would have to be moved to make the grouping into
the prototype. With suitable prototypes for the 2-group sorts representing pure amplitude-based
grouping and period-based grouping, the distance metric creates a quantitative coding that corre-
sponds with the above analysis of amplitude and period salience. This coding procedure should be
used for all grouping levels in any version of experiments on material properties using the progres-
sive similarity grouping method.
6.3.5 Verbal description framework
It is interesting to note that most subjects' verbal descriptions (Figure 31, Figure 32) use physi-
cally or perceptually based terminology, e.g. "roughness," "resistance," "sharp," "smooth,"
"hard," "soft," and "bumpy." The salience of force is especially apparent in "springiness" and
"rebound." Others use concrete comparisons to representative objects such as "gratings,'' "'gears,"
"marble," and "sandpaper." S79 had affective descriptions and said that the "smoothest, most
pleasant" and "least enjoyable, bumpiest and roughest" groups were "easier to describe." The
other two groups, "kind of mixed, not as bumpy" and "not too bad, resistance, not unpleasantly
bumpy" were "harder to describe." Affective components of haptic perception are of great impor-
tance and must also be accommodated in the material/perceptual framework as perceptually-based
or possibly representative-based descriptions.
6.3.6 Transition near 2.5 mm
Cluster analysis (Figure 25) and inspection of 4-group sort data reveal a strong tendency for stim-
uli of spatial period 5.0 mm and 10.0 mm to cluster together, for .7 and 1.2 mm stimuli to cluster
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together, and a slightly weaker tendency for period 2.5 mm stimuli to cluster with the smaller
ones. (Data from 3-group sorts show closer association of A3 P25 with smaller period stimuli and
of A10 P25 with larger period stimuli.)
Although this phenomenon may not represent a dimensionalizaton of spatial period, it suggests
two putative classes of stimuli, distinguished by a threshold between 2.5 mm and 5.0 mm.
This may be interpreted as a boundary between elements of textural size and elements that are
individual features or undulations in an underlying flat surface. Subjects' verbal comments par-
tially support this interpretation, although the factors leading to judgement of roughness-similarity
within these groups are more subtle (see next section).
6.3.7 Characteristic Groupings
The quadrant patterns mentioned in section 6.3.3, above, may be better explained by the emer-
gence of two characteristic groups which I call rolling hills (A3 P10 0, A3 P50, sometimes A3 P25,
and A1P7) and moguls (A19 P10 0 and AlOP10 0) .The remaining stimuli fall into a group which
can be identified as flat textured surfaces.
Rolling hills feel like flat or gently undulating surfaces that may have some texture superimposed.
The gratings in A3 P50, for example, may be of a large enough period to be perceived as individual
surface undulations or features. Moreover, they do not produce enough force to be perceived as
"texturally rough". Thus, they may be regarded as similar to a surface that is inherently flat even if
it has some texture superimposed, as long as that texture is not very rough (an interpretation of
A1P7).
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Moguls are also large-period features, and are grouped together by most subjects; "large bumps" is
a typical characterization of that group. The amount of force at the Al0 and A19 level may be
enough to locally characterize the surface as rough.
Cluster analysis (Figure 29) supports the notion that A1P7 is often grouped, somewhat surpris-
ingly, with the A3 P10 0 and A3 P50. An amplitude-period quadrant grouping would suggest that
AlP7 would be closer to A3 P7 and A3 P12. Verbal descriptions of this rolling-hills group include
"smaller, round" (vs. smaller, sharp), "more silky," "feel not much," "softest," "least resistance,"
"very smooth, no resistance," and "most pleasant, smoothest."
6.3.8 Limitations of this Experiment
Underlying Assumptions about Perceptual Dimensions of Roughness
This experiment, although suggestive of possible dimensional factors for roughness of textures, is
actually inconclusive about the dimensional status and relative salience of force amplitude and
spatial period.
The assumptions underlying the interpretation of this experiment in terms of factor salience
include: (1) Amplitude is a dimension of roughness perception for simulated texture, (2) spatial
period (or something correlated with it) is a dimension of roughness perception for simulated tex-
ture, (3) the stimulus set chosen has approximately equivalent discriminability ranges and levels
for the force-amplitude and spatial-period factors, and (4) these dimensions are separable, in the
sense of Garner's classification of dimensions into integral, separable, and configural [Garner76].
There is significant evidence for (1), some for (2), significant problems with (3), and open ques-
tions about (4). We review these assumptions, propose methods to correct weaknesses and answer
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questions. In doing this evaluation we are able to more concisely pose questions about the percep-
tual space of simulated roughness and simulated texture.
The experiment in Chapter 5 confirms that roughness scaling by subjects can be largely accounted
for by force amplitude. This provides evidence that force amplitude may be a perceptual dimen-
sion of roughness for simulated texture.
Subject comments from the experiment in Chapter 5 indicate subject attention to spatial configura-
tion of stimuli and size of spatial features.
In this experiment, we have chosen a range of force amplitudes (0.7 to 13.4 oz.) with 4 levels, and
a range of spatial periods (.7 mm to 100mm) with 5 levels, based on the remaining in a high tex-
ture confidence region, spanning the range in the previous experiment, which also spans the range
of technically achievable and intuitively the largest range of grating textures that can be produced.
One thing that was not established in advance, however, is the relative discriminability of these
two factors, both in range and in intensity of the levels. It may be that the "perceptual distance"
between the top and bottom of the amplitude range is larger than between the top and bottom of
the period range, and thus leads to response bias in the subjects' sorting judgements. The bias
would be toward making sorting judgements according to differences in amplitude. It may also be
that they "perceptual distance" between the amplitude levels (for example, between A3 and Al 0)
may be larger than between the period levels (for example, between P7 and P12). In order to have
a conclusive salience experiment, the "perceptual distance" in the dimension ranges and steps
must be equivalent.
To clarify this notion, consider an analogous experiment in color perception. Let us say that you
have come up with a novel theory of color vision that predicts that "grey" and "red" are two
dimensions of color perception space. You decide to do an experiment to determine the relative
salience of black and red for color judgements. You choose 12 color paint chips, which the sub-
jects must sort on the basis of "color similarity." For the grey dimension, you choose 4 levels:
black, dark grey, light grey, and white. For the red dimension, you choose 5 levels: maroon, wine,
and 3 intermediate reds. You include one chip of black and one of white, plus the combinations of
red and grey at the intermediate levels. Since the steps for grey levels are much more easily dis-
criminated than the steps for the red levels, and the range between black and white is also "bigger"
than the range from maroon to wine, one would expect subjects in a similarity sorting task to bias
toward sorting on the basis of blackness, even if red level is ordinarily a component of color
judgement.
In order to use the sorting paradigm to uncover relative salience of blackness and redness, one
would need to match the ranges and levels of black and red so that they are approximately equal
distances in their respective one-dimensional perceptual spaces.
Thus, one should step back and pursue the question of roughness discriminability of spatial period
separately, using stimuli of differing spatial periods and same force amplitude. A simple approach
would be to start with a pair comparison task or ordering task, for stimuli of differing spatial peri-
ods. Since there is also evidence that there may be some qualitative split between stimuli of spatial
period less than 2.5mm and those of larger size, this would be a chance to experiment separately
within those ranges as well as across the range.
It might be possible to examine the question of anchoring by comparing the groupings in this
experiment to pilot studies in which no singleton extreme-valued stimuli were present. Unfortu-
nately, the pilot studies already conducted with no extreme-valued stimuli are of limited useful-
ness as most of the runs involved instructions to sort by similarity onfree similarity criteria, not on
roughness.
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Even if spatial period shows further evidence of being a factor in roughness perception in one-
dimensional studies, these factors may not be separable, in Garner's sense. In that case, similarity
detachments on "integral" dimensions may be guided by perceptual distance in amplitude, period,
or a factor that exists as an artifact in our texture space rather than showing primary and secondary
saliences as we expect. Or, the detachments may continue to be guided by what we have called
"characteristic groups", which I believe may be close to Garner's notion of configural dimensions.
There are other tests such as response time facilitation testing that can be used to clarify the way in
which such perceptual dimensions interact for roughness perception. However, it may be more
rewarding at this time to turn our attention back to the more global issue of the percepts related to
texture in general, and to percepts relating to materials which may be created by a combination of
texture and compliance variation, rather than continue to refine the analysis of roughness immedi-
ately.
One-dimensional discrimination and ordering studies of spatial feature size, texture type, and
force amplitude (with attention to haptic perception but not specifically roughness) might clarify
the specificity of these dimensions. In order to find more suggestive evidence of dimensioning of
the perceptual space for textures, an exploratory, free-criteria similarity sorting experiment might
be a useful way to proceed (despite some of the same problems in stimulus choice).
Effects of Attention to Roughness
Attending to roughness rather than other haptic criteria might cause a bias toward the salience of
force amplitude. This set of stimuli possibly contains at least two qualitatively different classes of
stimuli; some that are intuitively textural and others that have large feature sizes, larger than those
customarily judged along a roughness dimension. Although this is another candidate criterion for
most salient haptic distinction among the stimuli, it may not be a distinction that is productive for
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discriminating roughness over all stimuli. Subjects may be biased toward finding a percept that
can be temporarily mapped to roughness, in order to consider roughness-similarity among all the
stimuli. This percept or factor should necessarily be characterizable for all the stimuli in order to
make comparisons between them. Why force amplitude might best satisfy this is an open question.
We wonder whether subjects' attention to roughness strongly affects the emergent similarity
classes in this experiment. That is, are general qualitative classes of haptic surfaces emerging,
despite being shoehorned into roughness categories by subjects? Or, does the instruction to attend
to roughness bias the salience of physical factors or sensitivity to these factors?
6.3.9 Conclusions: Interaction between Spatial and Amplitude factors in the perception of
qualitative classes of textures
In the previous sections, I have characterized my findings on the perceptual salience of amplitude
and spatial factors in roughness-similarity sorting. Amplitude seems to be primarily salient for
roughness sorting. Spatial period seems to have secondary salience, and there is a possibly a per-
ceptually interesting boundary in spatial feature size near 2.5 mm.
In section 6.3.8 I have evaluated some weaknesses of this experiment and detailed some avenues
to better explore the perceptual space of simulated rough texture.
The current experiment, viewed as an exploratory probe into the space of simulated roughness, has
been intriguing and valuable. The similarity sorting situation provides an arena for eliciting both
suggestive (although not conclusive) grouping data and highly focussed verbal commentary from
subjects.
The current experiment raises questions about the interaction of spatial-period and amplitude fac-
tors to produce qualitative perceptual classes of surfaces of interest. Furthermore I would like to
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continue to refine the understanding of the possible perceptual status of "bumpiness," "sharpness,"
"smoothness," "softness," and other terms used by subjects in this context, as well as the dimen-
sion of roughness and texture perceptual space.
In the next chapter, I discuss a program of future research on this and other topics in computational
haptics, as well as the conclusions that can be drawn from this stage of the work.
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FIGURE 30. Subject progressions: individual 2-,3-,4-group sorts shown from left to right
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FIGURE 31. Verbal group descriptions for 4-group sorts
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FIGURE 32. Verbal group descriptions con't.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions
The work in this thesis provides a novel technique for haptic display of texture and surface fea-
tures using a 2 degree-of-freedom force-feedback joystick. This provides a pipeline through which
any representation of a surface that can be put in the form of a height map can be haptically dis-
played. The technique is suitable for any force output device with at least 2 degrees of freedom.
I also propose a Material/Perceptual conceptual framework for representing haptically salient
aspects of objects, materials, and environments. The framework is intended to be coupled with
graphic and sound display in computer environments. Such a rich representation is increasingly
necessary for multimedia systems, particularly when the capabilities of the output display are not
known in advance.
One level of representation in the proposed framework is a perceptually-based description of the
haptic properties of an object. To elaborate briefly, if the haptic nature of a class of objects or mate-
rials can be broken down into perceptually separable aspects or percepts, it may be possible to
economically assemble haptic displays of a wide variety of these materials by "dialing-in" appro-
priate physical or computational parameters.
As a first step in this program, I have chosen to attempt this perceptual decomposition and reas-
sembly for a limited domain of materials, specifically textures. Within the realm of texture, I have
chosen to deal first with roughness, which is one of the most prominent perceptual aspects of tex-
ture:
The new lateral-force display of surface texture proved highly successful. The psychophysical
experiment discussed in chapter 4, page 61 shows that people have high confidence that the sensa-
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tions produced by my texture classes (grids, gratings, and irregular textures) felt like textured sur-
faces. Furthermore, descriptions of these surfaces were rich; clearly the nature of the perceptual
space spanned by these virtual textures has only begun to be explored.
The display of controlled perceptual roughness of simulated grating textures was also successful:
roughness can be scaled across a wide range of amplitude and spatial size. In related experiments
discussed in chapter 5, page 89 and chapter 6, page 109, the perceived roughness of grating tex-
tures was primarily dependent upon force amplitude despite the fact that subjects were aware of a
variety of spatial aspects of the texture simulations.
Thus, for the aspect of perceptual space called roughness, perceptually-based representations can
be implemented via a physically-based representation of force-amplitude of a simulated grating
texture. However, the fact that verbal reports about the nature of the simulated textures were not in
one-to-one correspondence with the psychophysical characterization of roughness highlights the
complexity of the space of texture perception.
A study of the multidimensional nature of this texture space is imperative for creating a wide vari-
ety of perceptually distinguishable, suggestive, and useful materials.
Future Work
This chapter considers
- improvements and extensions of the planar haptic display of textures used in the dissertation work
- next steps toward creating a wide variety of simulated materials and better understanding the haptic per-
ceptual space for materials
- a discussion of texture mapping, solid texture, and other ways of combining surface and material display
with 3D object shape
- a proposal for a broader program of research on computational haptics: general "haptic rendering;"I new
haptic-display technologies, and hybrid objects
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7.1 Creating Additional Lateral-Force Simulated Textures
The lateral-force texture algorithm can be applied to many other digitized or synthesized height
fields besides those in this dissertation.
This algorithm has been shown to be a useful haptic representation for surface features. Any image
that can be interpreted as a height field can be translated into a "feelable" surface. The images in
the Brodatz visual-texture database are representative of naturally occurring textures; thus it
would be valuable to see whether the lateral-force version of them also spans a large part of the
haptic texture space. Other candidates for providing information in their lateral-force haptic form
are height fields derived from natural materials at various scales, for example, electron and scan-
ning micrographs, topographic maps, additional medical imagery, and derived height fields from
video and still-camera views of natural scenes.
It would also be worth exploring other synthetic patterns, for example Picard's synthetic visual
textures [Picard92], with the intent of producing controllable aspects of the feel of surface pat-
terns, which may include, for example, roughness, regularity, sharpness, spatial density, and orien-
tation and perhaps also useful haptic simulations of larger features, such as the profiles of small
bumps and shapes of shallow features.
7.2 Refined Experiments on the Texture Space of Lateral-Force Textures
To learn more about the perceptual dimensions of lateral-force textures, we need to hone in on the
separable dimensions for texture perception. We need to resolve the range of spatial sizes that pro-
duce a roughness percept. Our own work and suggestions from the literature prompt us to examine
more carefully the differences between feature sizes under 2.5 mm and those over 2.5 mm. The
1. Term coined by Prof. Ken Salisbury, David Brock, and Thomas Massie at the MIT Al Lab
similarity-sorting method in chapter 6, page 109 is a powerful way to elucidate perceptual criteria
and we should use it in pilot studies to poke at the space of simulated texture, particularly to
understand the role of feature size and shape. It may also be useful to employ a rating method for
gathering systematic data on users' classification of our grating stimuli on several scales including
"rough-smooth," "sharp-smooth", "flat-bumpy", and "small-large".
Although the lateral-force technique can create a variety of textures, it is important to determine
those contexts in which texture is useful as a separable aspect of haptic materials. We further need
to determine when we need to add other material properties to our simulations of particular objects
or substances. For example, a wide range of materials might be described by a combination of sur-
face texture and variable compliance "beneath" (i.e. normal to) the textured surface.
7.3 Perceptual Dimensions of Texture and Material
One of the most important questions underscored by this thesis research is the need to understand
the space of haptic perception, particularly of surface and material properties. One question is
whether there is in fact a broad swath of this perceptual space that can be characterized by a small
number of descriptive dimensions. The more realistic such a model is, the more we can continue to
replace unique representative-based descriptions with extensible perceptually-based descriptions.
An elegant way to explore the space of materials is to present people with a wide variety, testing
whether they span a perceptual space by asking people to make similarity judgements or subdivide
the materials into groups by similarity. Cluster analysis or multidimensional-scaling analysis can
reveal whether there are plausible dimensions that describe these materials within a perceptual
space.
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7.3.1 Clustering Experiment to Characterize Haptic Perception Space
What would we include in a clustering experiment in addition to the lateral-force textures used in
the experiments in this dissertation?
- higher resolution surface geometry, more small-size textures (feature sizes below 2.5 mm)
- lateral-force texture and normal forces to simulate surface texture, using whatever combination works
best.
- compliant surfaces (this requires one more degree of freedom in order to have deformation of the surface
in the z-direction)
- sticky surfaces (friction models can be used to simulate surface friction)
- materials with non-elastic deformations
- thermal properties of materials are very important, and thus it is desirable to have haptic displays that
allow control of temperature and heat conductivity, along with mechanical properties
7.4 Materials Synthesis
7.4.1 Friction, napped materials, crushables, and non-physical materials
The kind of surface texture we study in detail in this dissertation, which is defined by small varia-
tions in the shape of a hard surface, is only part of the story on materials we touch.
Friction: There are several possible models ranging from bulk equations for viscous friction and
stiction to microscopic physical models. In fact, modeling texture with very small bumps may cre-
ate perceived friction for free2
Napped materials: Velvet and fur are examples of materials that have distinctly different properties
when stroked in different directions. One could try to model such properties in detail. Just having
1. We list temperature and heat conductivity separately here to emphasize that these physical properties may have differ-
ent roles in haptic perception. A material's heat conductivity is intrinsic, however its contact temperature may vary
according to environmental conditions. Thus simulation of the intrinsic property might lead a user to a conclusion about
the nature of the material, control of temperature of the material can lead to conclusions about the environment in which it
is sited. In terms of implementation, we can control the haptic display of both through rapid control of temperature alone.
2. Salisbury et al. recently reported slip detection by users of their simulations of small surface features [Salisbury95].
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a striking difference in roughness or slipperiness in different directions of motion might be enough
to suggest these materials without a detailed model.
Crushables: Paper crushes when one writes on it with a pen. It crushes less when one sketches
lightly with charcoal. This difference is among the haptic cues available to anyone who sketches.
Not only does the paper deform under the pen stroke, but surface texture is rubbed smooth during
the drawing process. Modeling these properties of paper might make computer drawing come
alive, and it might help provide the "feel" of different kinds of drawing media on different kinds of
paper. These explorations are analogous to research by David Small [Small9l] on the visual inter-
actions of simulated inks with papers.
Non-physical algorithms: In the digital domain, we have the ability to simulate materials that are
not based on a strictly physical model. For example, one might make a good-feeling homogeneous
rough surface that is not based on positionally stable tiny bumps, as in our previous models. Thus,
we could also create a "noise" texture on the fly, which simulates small bumps of varying height
which are a function of time and hand velocity rather than hand position. So you might not feel the
same features as you move over the same spot repeatedly. This might be especially effective for
giving an impression of a texture that has no specific localizable features.
7.4.2 Sound
You sometimes hear sounds produced by contact between fingertip (or fingernail) and surface. Lit-
tle is known about how much information about texture and material properties can be obtained
from these sounds.
It would be useful to add digitized or synthesized sounds of fingertip or fingernail upon various
surfaces. This suggests the possibility of "superstimuli" combining sound with haptic and graphic
display to increase the effectiveness of materials simulations.
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Lederman points out that her work [Lederman79] on touch-produced sounds from grating surfaces
show that it is not a tremendously successful cue for roughness magnitude. She also notes that
Katz [Katz25] found that people can recognize materials effectively from a single tap, where
sound is likely to carry a great part of the information.
7.4.3 Solid Textures
Concepts for the haptic display of objects have been dominated by the notion of surface display.
That is, some people have thought about displaying both hard and compliant surfaces of complex
shapes. A few researchers have thought in detail about richer evocations of surface feel and sur-
face texture. In the area of medical simulation, haptic simulation of volume properties of materials
is beginning to be addressed [Singh, Hunter, Gillespie]. We can make volume haptic models which
include texture that exists throughout a 3D space. This is suggested by Ken Perlin's notion of solid
textures for computer graphics [Perlin85]. The irregular Perlin textures we use in this dissertation
are actually derived from solid textures and could be used without modification to give, for exam-
ple, force tangent to motion direction. This may yield a set of materials that do not correspond
with everyday haptics; for example, a material that has the complex internal structure of wood
and yet can be penetrated easily by the hand. In the real world such a material would be impenetra-
ble and closed to haptic exploration due to the strength and rigidity of its structures.
7.5 Normal-Force Textures and Texture Mapping
7.5.1 Haptic texture mapping: combining material and shape properties
Lateral-force textures could be "texture-mapped" onto contoured surfaces of 3D objects, analo-
gous to texture-mapping techniques in computer graphics [Williams83]. In one simple model of
haptic texture mapping, the forces for haptic display of the surface can be added to forces for tex-
ture display. Here is one scheme: The surface of an object is defined by a set of polygons or an
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analytic surface. The haptic display applies forces appropriate for hard-surface contact in the
direction normal to the object surface (at the region of the surface close to the position of the probe
attached to the user's hand, finger, or other part of the body.) There are several models for hard
surface contact (see section 3.3.2, [Rosenberg93b], and [Colgate89]) that can be used to generate
appropriate normal forces. The haptic display applies tangent forces derived from a point in a tex-
ture seed patch, which is addressed as though stretched onto the object surface.
7.5.2 Combining lateral- and normal-force textures
In the lateral-force texture technique developed in Chapter 3, I model and calculate the interaction
forces between a stylus and the surface only in the lateral directions. A fully three-dimensional
model of small features would create forces in an "up" and "down" direction normal to the sur-
face.
There are at least two classes of model that might be useful for producing the normal forces. One
is to take the normal component of the force calculated from the local gradient of the surface (as
we do for lateral forces in Chapter 3) and add to the contact force with an underlying contoured
surface. This is essentially another form of texture mapping. Another method is to model a stylus
in contact with the surface at all times, using a local height map that includes all features, to calcu-
late the surface position, and use whatever model of contact with a hard surface is appropriate (for
example, stiff spring coupling to the surface).
One could try a one-dimensional version of these strategies with the joystick, by turning it on its
side. Iwata [Iwata 1991b] experimented with user recognition of surface contours using a one-
dimensional normal-force representation of the surface displayed on a force-feedback device that
looks like a telegraph key. His feature sizes are fairly large <greater than 1 mm, check Japanese-
language report for this number>.
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Plesniaklhas tried mapping normal-force textures onto planes at arbitrary orientations in 3D
space. Textures include, sinusoidal gratings, a noise texture, and about 40 Brodatz textures. The
surface was modeled as a stiff spring in the region near the (almost planar) surface and displayed
with the three degree-of-freedom PHANToM haptic display.Recently, Massie and Salisbury [per-
sonal communication] experimented with normal force grating texture and report that lateral-force
textures may feel more realistic than pure normal force textures. Shaw [personal communication]
has also experimented with combinations of lateral and normal force textures and small features.
Combining lateral and normal forces and conducting a simple experiment to determine their rela-
tive effectiveness and whether they enhance one another in creating textures should be investi-
gated next. Hopefully this will be completed by at least one research team in early 1995.
7.6 Representation of Material, Shape, and other Haptic Properties
7.6.1 Combining representations of texture, materials, shape, and other haptic properties
This dissertation concentrates on providing cues about material composition and surface proper-
ties of an object rather than about gross shape. I suggest that in certain situations one could consid-
erably improve a virtual environment using an economical haptic display. For example, when I
first thought about a haptic display for CAD, I assumed that one needed a glove-form haptic dis-
play to allow the designer to handle virtual objects in the same ways as real objects. Now one
could imagine a CAD system benefitting as well from a minimal addition of a two degrees-of-free-
dom haptic display to help the designer select materials and surface finishes for parts whose
shapes are viewed primarily visually.
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1. personal communication
However, it is also important to design representations of objects so that they can be displayed in
high-fidelity haptic environments. In particular, material and surface properties can be combined
with display of object shape. The notion of haptic texture mapping in section 7.5.1 is one way of
combining surface properties with shape.
This parallels a traditional approach in computer graphics. Object surface shape was represented
by a variety of techniques (such as polygonal patches, analytic surfaces). Surface properties such
as color, texture, and so forth, were added later.
As in computer graphics, we need to represent important properties of objects that are not easily
encompassed by surface models. For example, objects made from highly deformable materials
might be best represented through techniques analogous to graphics volume representations.
7.6.2 Graphics interface
Haptics projects with high-performance interfaces to 3D graphics include: [Brooks90,
Hirota&Hirose93, Iwata90, Hannaford94, Ouh-young9O,Cadoz93(renders 2D cross sections),
Plesniakl]. Several other projects have high performance 3D graphics interfaces in preparation.
Early in this thesis work, a rudimentary interface to Tinsley Galyean's volume graphic display
[Galyean91] was tested using a client-server architecture 2.The joystick host machine generated
haptic-display forces while a 3D graphics station maintained the volume display.
7.6.3 Application-driven haptic display from a rich representation
Device dependent rendering has been an important trend in graphics. In the world of haptic dis-
plays, this might be analogous to automatically choosing how to display a "rough" surface given
1. Wendy Plesniak and John Underkoffler, At MIT Media Lab, personal communication
2. Client-server system built by S. Drucker and R. O'Connor at the MIT Media Lab.
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the availability of different haptic displays. Some devices might be capable of reproducing subtle
surface detail. On a simpler, lower-resolution device, one might take advantage of the relationship
between perceived roughness and absolute force to vary the force on a large-scale grating patch.
In the past few years, graphics researchers have been integrating knowledge of the user's particu-
lar needs for information display with the display pipeline itself. Thus, traditional rendering is
being transformed into a set of more subtle choices about drawing, diagramming, or even choos-
ing a lens and cinema shot [Dooley90, Seligman9l, Marks9l, Salisbury&Salesin94, Drucker95]
appropriate to the scene being displayed, the display hardware, and the person looking at it. As
information about material composition and haptic properties is integrated into the representation
of digital objects, "haptic rendering" will become a more subtle set of choices as well. We will
have to ask not only whether we are capable of producing realistic-feeling materials, but also
whether we can produce sophisticated abstractions such as diagrams, caricatures, and exaggera-
tions in the haptic domain.
7.7 New Displays
7.7.1 Handles
You can get a lot of haptic mileage from attaching various fixed-shape handles to a moveable hap-
tic probe, just as a screwdriver handle and a dessert fork handle aid in very different tasks. In my
qualifier paper in Appendix C, I describe the construction of a re-shapeable handle made of foam
beads enclosed in a bag with a light vacuum applied to hold any desired shape, I learned this tech-
nology from Sean Wellesley-Miller, then a professor of architecture at MIT. Recently this technol-
ogy has been marketed in the form of three shape-holding devices: a packing bag for shipment of
art; and a restraining pillow for patients who must be accurately positioned for medical scanning
or radiation procedures; and a shape-changing toy figure, Vac-ManTM.
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7.7.2 Several fingers together; two hands together
Many haptic displays allow a single probe into a virtual environment; others are highly anthropo-
morphic, conforming to the degree-of-freedom of the hand. This is an important direction of
development for haptic display. An approach complementary to anthropomorphic displays is to
use lower-degree-of-freedom devices such as joysticks and PHANToMs in quantity in order to
create haptic displays suitable for gripping objects between fingers, and manipulating large objects
with two hands. An advantage of this approach is reconfigurability, for example, two displays
could be used for a thumb and finger then put farther apart for use by two hands.
7.7.3 Two (or more) people together
Communication and cooperation are what we spend most of our time doing, the same should be
true of environments mediated by computation. Displays that allow people to experience some of
the qualities of touching each other, and of working together to handle and experience external
objects, are essential. Rudimentary versions of these environments can be built by allowing multi-
ple users of current haptic-display devices to interact in the same simulated environment. It is
hoped that increasingly abstracted representation of haptic objects and environments will aid in
solving the problems of delay and bandwidth limitations in remote, networked haptic communica-
tion display.
7.7.4 Display to other parts of the body
Hands have been the focus of most haptics research because there is no question that they have the
highest density of tactile sensors, and because they are used for most haptic "information work".
For entertainment, immersion in large-scale environments, and combining sensory modes, we
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need to make haptic interfaces tuned to the whole body and to the larger-scale movements associ-
ated with sports, dance, playing music, swimming, ambling, etc.
Pneumatic technology has many limitations, but could be particularly appropriate for providing
full-body haptic feedback. I envision a body suit constructed like a complex flight suit, with sepa-
rate bladders for sequencing force application along the limbs and torso of the body.
7.7.5 Hybrid Objects: Combining Real and Simulated Haptics
Control of force-feedback devices is a "general purpose" approach to haptics. A single robotic or
pneumatic display device is the locus of all haptic interaction, and it tries to simulate as many hap-
tic phenomena as possible. In any haptic display device, there are haptic properties that can be
altered by the computer, those that can be altered by the user, and those that are inherent in the
construction of the device and cannot be altered at all. In haptic display projects so far, the inherent
properties of the device are usually disadvantageous for all purposes: when unplugged they can't
tighten a screw, don't hold water, and are not even beautiful. Thus, an effort is made to make the
devices disappear into the external environment; their shape, appearance, and inherent haptic
properties are downplayed so that the user attends only to the simulated haptic environment.
Another approach is to seek "special purpose" haptic displays, which although less protean, may
have more useful inherent physical affordances. Thus, we view a new kind of haptic display as a
hybrid of the inherent haptic properties of a useful object and its limited computationally control-
lable haptic properties. A limited ability to change shape could go a long way. A single handful of
stuff could become a telephone, a bowl, a sculpture. One can imagine applications in which ability
to change texture or elasticity, only one haptic property at a time, might also be useful and enter-
taining.
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The customizable styrofoam tool handle from my doctoral qualifier paper in Appendix C is an
example of a real object with a starting shape and hardness which can be sculpted and then locked
into a new shape (it starts as a floppy bag of foam bits; it can become a bean bag chair or a toy
octopus.) As a display, this has only one computationally controllable haptic bit: whether to be
floppy or rigid. It has a lot more user controllable haptic freedom (its shape), and perhaps a com-
puting environment could learn of its new shape through a smart vision system . Certainly, there
are many haptic properties that simply cannot be altered easily in this hybrid object, such as the
light weight and crunchiness of styrofoam.
Another hybrid prototype concept is a shape changing device made from a sphere (or other start-
ing shape) of closed-cell neoprene foam. An array of small pneumatic needles is inserted into the
foam, the needles form a 3D array by carrying the insertion distance. By filling and evacuating
individual cells in the foam with air from the needles, the sphere can be expanded or sculpted into
a range of shapes. A closed-cell foam shape-changer would have more bits of digital controllabil-
ity than the styrofoam bead device, yet less than the force-feedback joystick. Unlike a joystick, or
other force-feedback "haptic workstation", it has the satisfying and useful properties of being a
handheld, portable object.
7.8 Sample Applications for Haptic Display
Now that there is a way to display small surface features and textures, it is time to integrate this
technique into an application. Despite the fact that the space of simulated haptic texture has not
been completely characterized through psychophysical investigation, it is important to continue to
build systems and learn about haptic materials synthesis through observation of users in more
complex, exploratory environments that are of direct use to the participants.
Consider the following scenarios:
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Designing consumer products: Haptic properties of consumer products matter; they touch the
body or are held in the hand. A designer at a haptic CAD station could feel the product she is
designing. If the haptic properties of the product are realistic, it may speed up prototyping by elim-
inating model-making phases of design. It may also affect the design process in deeper ways, by
bringing more of the skills of craftsmanship and modelmaking to the forefront of the design pro-
cess. Thus, it may open up more alternatives in the designer's mind for choices of materials, inter-
action style, and manufacture of a product.
Sewing and textile workstation. This is my own hobby. Home sewing is one of many design and
construction activities that are popular pursuits in the home. People who sew at home often use
swatch services to select fabrics. Once they have fabric, they have very few tools for previewing
how a garment will look and feel. A design preview program could offer to let you feel fabrics,
based on a representation of salient haptic perceptual aspects of fabrics, as well as see simulations
of how they drape in clothing designs. This would be useful for honing in on intended fit and
appearance, and it also would appeal to the desire to develop more designs than one person can
actually make.
Enhancing the desktop metaphor. Desktop metaphor interfaces are a popular interface between the
digital domain and the physical world, however they are impoverished in the kinds of physical
cues they can offer and recognize. Haptic interaction could provide another channel of interaction
with the desktop. For example, icons, menu items, and documents could have detents so that they
are easy to find while visual attention is elsewhere (as in Mgrav in section 3.2.2) Changeable
information could be displayed haptically, for example, documents could have deep detents if they
have been edited recently, pulling your hand toward your current work. Different textures could be
used on regions of the screen with different kinds of content.
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Sorting visual information. Imagine an application for sorting digitized slides for presentations.
When sorting images, one often has many parallel criteria for judging and sorting, yet few ways to
organize the imagery while in the process of sorting. Imagine a display on which you can lay out
all the imagery at once. With a haptic interface, one could enhance the visual information in the
slide's content by adding degrees of roughness for how important the slide is to the story being
told, and more friction between the slide and virtual surface, according to how sure one is of the
slide's position in the presentation. You could quickly review that information as you try to move a
slide or as you scan your hand across the display surface.
Letting kids create their own physics. In a constructionist learning culture such as that which sur-
rounds the Logo computing environment, kids use open-ended programming tools in which they
can construct powerful abstractions with concrete manifestations. The physical haptic primitives
that we use, such as textbook objects and surface textures, could be available as building blocks in
a Logo microworld, for kids to construct their own materials and objects for haptic display. Kids
could experiment with computational models of perceptual and physical models of textures, mate-
rials and systems of physical objects, and experience some of the same excitement we have found
when a computational model creates real materials that you can feel.
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Appendix A: Visual Representation of Version-1
and Version-2 Textures
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1 Introduction
This document describes the Sandpaperapplication program. It is intended as a companion to Mar-
garet Minsky's MIT Media Arts and Sciences dissertation, Computational Haptics: The Sandpaper
System for Synthesizing Texture for a Force-Feedback Display.
The reader is expected to be familiar with the Apple Macintosh TM user interface. Familiarity with
similar windowing systems may be adequate as a substitute.
Sandpaper is an application program that runs on a Macintosh. It displays a window within which
rectangular patches of various shades and sizes can be created and positioned. These patches
represent virtual textures, surfaces, and mechanical systems. If a force-feedback joystick is con-
nected to the Macintosh, the joystick is commanded to display forces that depend on the position
of the joystick cursor within these patches.
The core of Sandpaper was implemented in Think C 3.0 during the 1988-89 academic year, by Ol-
iver Steele with help from Margaret Minsky and David Banks. Some parts are based on code by
David Sturman. Improvements and additions were incorporated until the final version in 1993. It
was ported to Think C 5.0 for the experiments described in Minsky's dissertation, and has since
been ported to Think C 7.0 and MetroWerks 5.0 for profiling and data recovery.
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2 User Reference
2.1 Conceptual Overview
Sandpaper displays a workspace window, to which the joystick coordinate system is mapped. Mov-
ing the joystick moves the joystick cursor (which can be shown or hidden) within the workspace win-
dow. The mouse is used to create and position rectangular patches within the window. When thejoystick cursor lies within a patch, forces are displayed using the joystick. The forces depend upon
characteristics of the patch.
There are four classes of patch prototypes: Textures, Physics, Arrays, and Waves. (The names are
historical; not too much should be read into them.) Texture patches are mathematical models of
physical systems, such as F = -kx or F = bv. Physics patches are models with more state, that in
general simulate physical objects, and may show animations within their patch regions. Arrays
patches are surface maps that are sampled using the lateral-force gradient algorithm for force dis-
play. Note that Arrays are sampled at a resolution of one screen pixel per array item; this is lower
than the resolution available from the joystick encoders. Waves patches are surface maps that are
sampled at variable resolution.
Within each patch class, there are several prototypes. Each Texture or Physics patch prototype
models a different equation. Each Array or Wave patch prototype uses a different surface map ar-
ray.
A patch prototype is instantiated by choosing its name from a menu, and then dragging out a rect-
angle or clicking in the workspace window to create a patch. Patches may have state values that
can be parameterized differently for each patch instantiation. These are controlled via the sliders in
the slider window.
The state of the workspace can be saved and restored from a workspace file. A movie file specifies
a sequence of workspace files; once a movie file is opened, additional menu support appears spe-
cifically for navigating among the workspaces listed in the movie file.
2.2 Windows
2.2.1 Workspace
The workspace window shows a cursor that represents the joystick position within the workspace,
and colored and patterned rectangles that represent patches. In addition, the mouse is used to cre-
ate, move, and delete patches. When the mouse is within the workspace window, its cursor is
shown as well.
When the joystick cursor is inside a patch, the joystick is subject to forces generated by the patch
procedure associated with that patch. Patches have a front-to-back ordering; only forces from the
single frontmost patch are relayed to the joystick. Front patches occlude other patches.
When the joystick cursor is moved into a patch, the patch parameters are shown in the slider win-
dow. The name of the patch prototype patch is also italicized in the appropriate patch class menu.
New patches are created within the workspace window by dragging the mouse. If shift is pressed
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while initiating the drag, a patch is created on top of another patch; otherwise, the existing patch is
moved. The new patch is of the type checked in the patch class menus. If "Nothing" is checked,
dragging the mouse does nothing.
A patch is repositioned by dragging it. If "Front" is checked in the Options menu, dragging a patch
also brings it in front of other patches.
To delete a patch, the option key is pressed while clicking on the patch.
2.2.2 Sliders
The slider window is to the left of the workspace window. The top of the slider window shows the
name and an optional description of the patch that was most recently touched by the joystick. The
remainder of the window shows six sliders; each slider represents a different parameter value for
this patch. If there are fewer than six parameters, the remaining sliders are blank. If there are more
than six parameters, a popup menu beneath each slider can be used to set the parameter value
that is associated with that slider. Dragging a slider thumb sets the parameter value for the current
patch.
The slider window continues to show settings for the patch most recently touched by the joy-
stick.There is a lag of about 0.25 seconds for switching the patch display in the slider window, in
order to prevent the slider window updates from consuming appreciable computation time when thejoystick is moved rapidly between several patches.
Clicking the black up-arrow to the right of a slider draws an upward triangle marker next to the slid-
er's current setting; clicking the black down-arrow draws a downward triangle marker. The settings
for these triangles are specific to each patch, and they are remembered within a session until the
patch is cleared (these setting are saved and restored by Save and Open). This feature was used
in 1988-89 pilot experiments, to allow people to record a range of values within which a patch wasjudged to have certain characteristics.
2.3 Menus
File Edit TeHture Physics Waves Arrays Options
menu
Standard Apple menu items,
Rbout TaHel Planes...
Displays an alert box that lists author and sponsor credits for the Sandpaper application program.
menu
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Commands to open and save files, print, show and hide the slider window, and to quit the Sandpa-
per application.
Clear
Deletes all patches from the workspace.
Open...
Prompts the user for a workspace file, clears all patches from the workspace, and adds the patches
that were saved to the workspace file. Merge with... is used to add saved patches to an existing
workspace without clearing it first.
Saue
This command is only available when the current workspace was read from a workspace file by
means of the "Open..." command. It stores the state of the workspace in that workspace file, over-
writing its previous contents.
Saue as...
Prompts the user for a file name, creates a workspace file with that name, and stores the state of
the workspace in the workspace file. The workspace file can subsequently be loaded by means of
the "Open..." or "Merge with..." commands.
The "Save as..." command is used to create a new workspace file, or to save the workspace state
to a different file than the file that it was read from.
Saue Text...
Prompts the user for a file name, creates a text file with that name, and stores the state of the work-
space, in human-readable form, into that file. The Sandpaper application cannot be used to open
the text file, and there is no automated means for setting the state of the workspace from the text
file.
Merge with...
Prompts the user for a workspace file, and adds the patches in the workspace file to the workspace.
Patches already in the workspace are not removed. The "Open..." command can be used to set the
state of the workspace to its state when the patch file was saved, i.e., to first clear patches from the
workspace.
Slider Window
Shows or hides the slider window.
= menu
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Standard editing commands. The commands in the Edit menu are not used in the Sandpaper ap-
plication.
Physics Waves Arrays
menus
These menus list the names of haptic patches of various types. Items in the Texture menu are sim-
ple mathematical models, with equations such as F=bv. Items in the Physics menu are dynamic
textures. Waves are sampled textures with precomputed height maps and shaded visual represen-
tations, and Arrays are height maps that can be sampled at variable spatial periods.
Exactly one item in the Texture, Physics, Waves, and Arrays menus is checked at any time. Drag-
ging out a rectangle in the workspace window creates a patch of the type named by the checked
item. (An exception is the Nothing item in the Texture menu - when this item is checked, the fea-
ture of dragging to create a patch is disabled.)
If the mouse is over a patch, the name of that patch type in the menus is italicized.
Definitions of variables:
F output force
p joystick position. The center of the patch is (0, 0).
v joystick velocity
a joystick acceleration
k spring constant, settable by slider
b viscosity constant, settable by slider
P period, settable by slider
A amplitude, settable by slider
f frequency, settable by slider
p1 parameter value
p2 parameter value
Nothing
No patch. Select this to disable the feature whereby dragging creates a patch.
Spring
F = -kp
A spring. Pulls the joystick towards the center of the patch, with force proportional to its distance
from the center. Some people feel this as a concave surface, or bowl.
Bump
F = kp
An inverse spring. Pushes the joystick away from the center of the patch, with force proportional to
the distance from the center. Some people feel this as a convex surface.
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Iexturel
Viscous
F = -by
Viscosity. Ideally this feels like oil or mud. Due to temporal, spatial, and perhaps force level quan-
tization, it can feel like churning through marbles.
RntilViscous
F = by
Antiviscosity, a non-physical texture. This feels like ice.
A TNSpring
FX = k(JX - MX)
F = k Y 
- my)
(My, My) is the position of a simulated object, which is incrementally moved towards the joystick
position with each frame.
Nap
FX = 
-bvx
F = abs(-bvy)
Null
F = 0
Bowl
F = p*P*sqrt(abs[p*P])
Waue
FX = -A(sin px/f)
Fy = -A(sin py/f)
Cusp
Fx = [abs(J /f) modulo (2*A)] - A
Const
FX = v1
F = v2
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Ridge
FX= k( [Jx mod wavelength] - ridgewidth)
F = 0
Null
F = 0
Minus
FX = k(JX - MX)
F = k(My - Jy)
(My, My) is the position of the predicted future location of the joystick. The prediction is based on
the joystick's current position, velocity, and acceleration.
Circle
FX = kJX
F = kJY
Buckle
FX = vI JX - v2 JY
F = v1 J Y - v2 JX
menu
A grab bag of settings and commands that tune the Sandpaper environment and adjust it for differ-
ent purposes.
Normal
Sets patches from the Texture and Physics menus to display as automatically patterned or animat-
ed rectangles, patches from the Arrays menu to display as the height map shaded from a light
source that projects to the upper left of the screen (if that shaded array is pre-stored), and patches
from the Waves menu to display as black rectangles. See the "Blind" and "Depth" commands.
Blind
Sets patches to display as black rectangles, regardless of patch class. See the "Normal" and
"Depth" commands.
All
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O0ptions
Depth
Sets Array sampled patches to display as depth maps. See the "Normal" and "Blind" commands.
Square
When this is checked, patches that are created by clicking and dragging in the workspace window
are constrained to be square.
DropShadow
When this is checked, a drop shadow is drawn to the right and bottom of patches.
Front
When this is checked, clicking on a patch brings it to the front.
Spiffy
When this is checked, the mouse cursor changes shape depending upon the action that will take
place if it is clicked. The table below shows these actions.
Black Background
When this is checked, the background of the workspace window is black, otherwise it is white.
Reset Encoders
For the 3D joystick, reset the coordinate system transform such that the current joystick position is
mapped to the upper left corner of screen space.
No Cursor
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Cursor Action Condition
cursor is not positioned over a patch,
plus sign create a patch or the shift key is pressed
cursor is positioned over a patch,
eraser delete a patch and the shift key is not pressed
cursor over a patch,
hand move a patch and the option key is pressed
When this item is checked, the mouse cursor is not shown.
Shuffle Patches
Rearrange the back-to-front order of the patches, and position them using an algorithm that picks
random spatial positions, yet attempts to minimize the amount of overlap between patches.
Set Grayscale
Set the color lookup table of the main monitor to a grayscale ramp. The Sandpaper application does
this when it is launched, and when it closes dialog boxes, but this command may be necessary if
another process acquires the color lookup table resource while Sandpaper is running.
OuerDriue
Faster Update Rate. When this is checked, the Sandpaper application is in Overdrive mode. While
in Overdrive mode, it doesn't call GetNextEvent or WaitNextEvent to give time to other processes.
Labels
When this is checked, each patch from the Waves menu is labelled with a randomly generated
three-digit number. Numbers are not saved in workspace files, but are regenerated for each patch,
for each session.
Beep on Frame
When this is checked, advancing to the next frame in a movie beeps. This is used to aid an exper-
imenter in calibrating written notes with machine state during an experiment run.
Dummy
When this is checked, the joystick cursor on the screen is positioned at a fixed offset from the
mouse cursor, instead of from the physical joystick, and no forces are output. This is used for de-
veloping Sandpaper environment configurations or enhancements while no joystick is connected.
Double Resolution
When this is checked, Array patch surface maps are supersampled by a factor of two (the amount
of motion required to move the joystick cursor one pixel on the screen, moves the sample point with-
in the array by two increments). This was a hack used to determine whether increasing the spatial
resolution used for force sampling affected the quality of the simulation. The Wave stimuli, which
allowed variable resolution, were subsequently added, and were used for this purpose in the exper-
iments.
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3 File Formats
Array and wave files store information to display the forces and the graphics for patches in the Ar-
ray menu, and the forces for patches in the Wave menu. Workspace and workspace text files rep-
resent the set of patches in the workspace window, and their ordering. Movie files are text files that
list a sequence of workspace files, allowing a user to quickly flip between workspaces. Shuffle files
record the permutations in the order of entries in a movie file when it has been shuffled; this is de-
signed to aid in presenting patches in random order when setting up psychological experiments.
Array format
Array files are arrays of unsigned 8-bit values. The first four bytes of an array file are the width and
height, as one-based big-endian two-byte integers. The remaining bytes are the elements of the
array, stored in row-major order. Sandpaper signals an error if the size of an array file differs from
width * height + 4 bytes.
Array files are used to store both surface maps and visual representations for array-based gradient
textures. The numbers in a surface map file are height, where 0 is lowest. The numbers in a visual
representation file are luminance, where 0 is white and 255 is black. Whether a file is a surface map
file or a visual representation file is encoded into its entry in the Sandpaper source code (the array
patch data structure has a field for the filename of the surface map file, and another, optional, field
for the filename of the visual representation file). This information is also by convention encoded in
the file name - surface map files end in ".depth"; visual representations end in ".shade". It is not
stored in the file data or the file type.
Sandpaper does not look at the file type of an array file.
Wave format
Wave files have the same format as array files, but are used differently within the program.
Workspace format
A workspace file stores an ordered set of patches. It has file type TXPS. Its structure is as follows:
byte versionID;
byte sizeof (SandBase);
byte numberOf Patches;
{
WorldTypetype;
// NullType = 0, TextureType, PhysicsType, ArrayType, Wave-
Type
int index;
Rect bounds;
int frame;
BooleannoStretch;
unsigned charparameterCount;
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int whichVar;
Value min, max;
int sv, smin, smax;
Booleanbminf, bmaxf;
}^ parameterCount;
}^ numberO Patches;
Workspace Text format
Workspace text files are a human readable text format with information corresponding to that in
workspace files.
Movie format
A movie file is a list of names, separated by carriage returns or newlines. Each name is the filename
is the name of workspace file in the same directory as the movie file. File/Open Movie... opens a
movie file. There is no facility for creating movie files from within Sandpaper. Movie files have file
type TEXT.
Shuffle format
A shuffle file is a list of the form:
Movie:<filename>
Date: <date>
Time: <time>
[blank line]
<n> <name>
<f ilename> is the name of the movie file that was shuffled. <date> and <time> are the date and
time at the time of the shuffle. Following this header, and the blank line that separates it from the
data, is one line for each frame of the movie. Each line is an integer, whitespace, and a name. The
name is the name of the workspace file that was at that position in the movie file, after the shuffle.
The integer is the index of that workspace file in the original (unshuffled) movie.
Shuffle files are of type TEXT. They are produced by the Options/Shuffle command, with a name
that is automatically computed from the name of the movie file and from the current date and time.
There is no facility for reading shuffle files directly into Sandpaper.
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4 System Characteristics
Requirements
Sandpaper requires an Apple MacintoshTm running System 4.0 or greater, and Color Quickdraw. It
runs in a partition size of <> megabytes of memory. (It may require more memory for larger screen
size.) It supports the Milliken-Behensky 2D force feedback joystick, and the Russo-Smith 3D force
feedback joystick. It can also be used with no joystick, for testing and to recover data saved during
previous sessions.
Implementation Limits
maximum number of patches per workspace: 50
maximum number of frames per movie: 100
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Appendix C: Qualifier Paper
Question:
The haptic or "touch" sense is considered by many in the human/machine area to be the most com-
plex. Discuss problems and issues in implementing the haptic modality in, for example, tele-robot-
ics or in a simulated "virtual reality".
Answer Essay:
Why Interface to the Haptic Sense is Problematic
"The hand ... repays its education by enabling the child to obtain the deepest and most practical
insight into the structure of things and to penetrate into their innards in a completely different way
than with the eye..." [Katz 1925]
The haptic sense is indeed complex. It is a combination of tactile, kinesthetic, and proprioceptive
senses. These senses combine with the intentionality that leads a person to explore with the hand
and other parts of the body, in order provoke and react to passive stimulation of those senses.
Problems suggested by the characterization above:
1. The haptic senses are mechanical. Therefore (aside from the dream of direct neural interfaces)
haptic interfaces must have moving parts, or media that change in size, shape or material proper-
ties. An interface to the tactile sensors may require small motions, but of many parts, or fast scan-
ning of a mechanical part. Large scale kinesthetic interfaces that can move the whole hand or
whole body require large motions and forces. The devices that can do this are hard to design,
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build, and modify; suffer from power-size explosive growth, and exhibit mechanical instabilities
and sometimes safety problems.
2. The haptic senses are integrated. The hand exploring common objects appears to integrate sev-
eral kinds of information [Ref Lederman 1988]. An unanswered question is: can we use other
modalities to substitute for some of the haptic senses (e.g. visual or aural), or is haptic integration
thereby destroyed? The haptic system is very poor at certain tasks, such as recognizing 2D shape
and size, but is good at integrating its sensing to quickly recognize everyday objects. Each of our
current haptic modality technologies can only do limited types of input, or over only a limited
range of motion, or over a limited part of the body.
3. The haptic senses make use of exploratory motions. In some applications it may be appropriate
to constrain the motion or configuration of the body or hand. For example, in learning to read
Braille with Optacon vibrotactile array, it does not much matter whether the finger moves or not.
However, the subjective experience of whether an object is "out there" depends on exploratory
motion. [Kreuger 1989]. For example, two contacts are felt if an object is placed between two fin-
gers, but a single object is experienced if the fingers are squeezed together [William James quoted
in Krueger 1989]. The "outside object" experience is essential to the illusions of teleoperation and
virtual realities. Thus in most applications we wish to permit exploration. It is difficult to make a
general interface that can move and flex and still apply forces and stimuli.
Thus, in inventing interface devices you must both be very clear on which types of information
must get through, and take advantage of haptic serendipities in using the technologies you can cre-
ate to enhance the sense of presence.
Summary Questions
This poses several questions for haptic interfaces:
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What are the most important parts of the haptic sensing system to "talk" to? What is most salient
haptically for various tasks? What can we do haptically that is difficult to do with visual and audi-
tory modalities? [What is the haptic "flip side" of the great benefit that a simple click gives in
enhancing the sense of object contact when using a visual display? Perhaps it would be adding a
simple temperature module to give a sense of what material a computer graphics object is made
of? Or might a mass cue be better for this?]
How can we design technologies for these sensing systems?
What body motions or configurations can be constrained while maintaining an illusion appropriate
to the task at hand, the local virtual reality?
A Broad Classification of Tasks
In order to answer these questions, we must look at what the user might be doing that benefits
from a haptic interface.
While considering examples of force feedback domains for a joint MechE-Media Lab proposal, I
came up with the following characterization of activities that could benefit from a haptic interface:
1. Making things
2. Doing things
3. Becoming things
"Becoming things" refers to acting or learning from teleoperation of complete systems, e.g.
remote-control submarines, or educational benefits of feeling the world from the point of view of
an agent with unusual sensory and effector systems, e.g. an animal. We will not discuss this in this
essay.
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"Doing things" covers the most of the classical applications of teleoperation - holding a simple
end-effector or pincer grip, controlling its 3D position, gripping objects (usually rigid) and fitting
them together. Researchers in this tradition have experimented with force amplification and atten-
uation (usually uniform), scale and rate mappings, and some changes in the overall dynamic
regime (your hand is in oil to damp it). At UNC-Chapel Hill, a simulated environment allows you
to feel elastic coupling to objects to simulate molecular bonding forces, a form of action at a dis-
tance.
The technologies for "doing things" are the best developed. For example, computer controlled
robot arms, motor driven and motor-brake force feedback joysticks exist. [A very elegant mag-
netic technology has just come to my attention...]
"Making Things" Involves Sensing Material Properties - Could Haptic Interface Lead
to More Organic Design?
Just as "doing things" suggests manipulating preformed objects, "making things" suggests the
kinds of sensations involved in handling materials in order to shape, sculpt, or build things. The
MIT MechE Dept. is creating a virtual workshop to investigate the concept that intimacy with the
process of making objects in the forgiving environment of a computer simulation will lead to bet-
ter designers and designs. I suggest that a haptic interface could be particularly beneficial here.
One of the overlooked areas in design education is materials. Let's say you are making a hinge on
a folding pocket telephone. If you have range of materials to select from, how can you be intimate
with the differences between metal hinge like on a cabinet, a leather flap like on a book, or a flexi-
ble plastic flap?
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Since this is an area where haptic interface can help the designer evaluate the functional and
esthetic differences between these materials, we should concentrate on haptic technologies to give
information about material properties - springiness, texture, strength.
Control of device physical simulation should be in software.
The inventor of any such device must be ready with a flexible computer control system to imple-
ment physics in many ways for the device, to feel what works and what does not. For example,
taking advantage of a 2D force feedback joystick to create delicate bas-reliefs and to throw bricks
required a flexible software environment in which to experiment. Matching device design to
threshold responses of parts of the human haptic system is a way of guiding design, but a little bit
of haptic interface may go much farther than expected in increasing a system's "realism". Flexible
software control of the interface device's physical characteristics is vital to discovering the outer
limits of its performance.
Combination Technologies
One approach is to use a general force feedback device, which lets the hand explore grossly, with
added special purpose devices attached to give other input directly to the skin, finger joints, and so
forth. This requires inventing the special purpose devices. Each invention has limitations.
Example of Design Checking by Match with Physiological Parameters
I will give one example of the kinds of issues involved in design of a specialized device
here. Let's consider the idea of using pneumatic inflating pads to give each finger a sense
that something may be moving or expanding under it. This device could allow the hand to
control environments by using a small part of the range of a grip motion. The "teletouch"
is a product [Brodey 1986] that does this, prototypes are able to inflate fully in about 1 sec.
The pad inflates 5mm. This rate of 5 mm/sec is well into the normal range for pressure
sensation to operate at normal sensitivity (which drops at rates below about .3 mm/sec),
but is not fast enough to provide much information to the joints it is moving. [Assuming
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that the end finger joint is about an inch long, then the angular displacement of the joint is
about 10 degree/sec when pushed by this pad. At this rate, the finger joint motion will not
be detected until it has been moved about 2.5 degree [Hall and McCloskey 1983]. This is
250 msec, which is a long time for a control loop.] In other words, this system provides a
"real-time" control loop to the pressure sensing system (reaction times of about 160 ms),
but a slower than "real-time" control loop to the finger muscle control system. In order to
match the human, this device would need to be speeded up (but only by a factor of two).
At the moment, we do not know if it is important to trigger joint motion sensing or if pres-
sure sensing is enough for a realistic illusion of an object, say, wriggling with the given
amount of displacement.
Harnessing existing technology
A second approach is to see how much material property information can be given through the
hand itself, using a general robotic force feedback device. This suggests exploring "volume" and
"immersion" material properties. For example, a force feedback joystick held firmly in the hand
makes a satisfying probe into regions of varying viscosity. Strength of materials could be probed
with the whole hand, giving a sense of how much force is required in various directions to bend or
tear part of an assembly.
The tool use metaphor
A third approach is to give the user the strong illusion of using tools, so that their pre-existing
expertise with tools and sense of "tool transparency" will allow the illusion of sensing material
properties through tools. A force feedback joystick could be fitted with interchangeable handles
from real tools, to be used with simulated materials in the "virtual workshop". I have found that
changing hand grip and appearance of the joystick end can radically change alter the perceived
nearness of simulated objects to the hand.
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Here is a more flexible suggestion for implementing the tool metaphor: Imagine a force feedback
joystick with a big ball of putty on top. You grip the grip the putty as you would the tool you want
plastic bag with styro beads
joystick .1 psi vaccuum line
to use at the moment, say a screwdriver or a plane. The putty molds to your hand, and instantly
hardens to give a you a firm grip on that virtual tool. When you want to change tools, a magic
incantation softens the putty. Tools are "furniture for the hand". In fact, I propose using an archi-
tect's invention to implement this effect. I learned from Sean Wellesley-Miller [1975?] that a bag
of styrofoam beads can be shaped and then hardened by pulling a light vacuum (.1 psi is enough).
A bag of beads could be mounted on the joystick, gripped firmly by the user, and a switch could
pull the vacuum necessary to maintain the grippable "tool" shape until re-switched and re-formed
by the user.
Teleoperation is Only Part of the Story
This essay has explored issues in using the haptic system as an interface to simulated physical sys-
tems. Other major areas for consideration of haptic interface include using physical properties that
you can feel as metaphors for other properties has not been explored, for example, you could "dis-
play" the size of a Mac desktop folder by its mass. We have also not explored the issues involved
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in sparse haptic interfaces, for example, one in which a force feedback joystick might provide little
input except occasionally shaking or dragging your hand to get it going in the right direction, or
even just to get your attention.
@ Copyright Margaret Minsky, 1989
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